
ABSTRACT 
 
SMITH, MATTHEW BRIAN.  Self-Assembled Thin Films: Peptides in Hybrid Bilayers and 
Mixed Organosilanes on Silica.  (Under the direction of Peter K. Kilpatrick and Jan Genzer.) 
 

This manuscript presents work performed on two different systems involving self-

assembled thin films of organic molecules on flat substrates.  The first body of work focused 

on the study of the interactions of several custom-synthesized amphiphilic α-helical peptides 

with self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of organosulfur compounds and hybrid bilayer 

membranes (HBMs) comprising an organosulfur SAM and an overlying phospholipid leaflet 

on smooth gold substrates.  Helicity of the custom-synthesized peptide sequences was 

confirmed and quantified by circular dichroism in aqueous solution as well as in lipid vesicle 

solution.  Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy confirmed that an electrochemically 

detectable structural change was induced in HBMs upon introduction of peptide.  Near-edge 

X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy on similar multilayer constructs 

confirmed that peptides incorporate into the organic film without disrupting the orientation of 

the surrounding phospholipid moieties.  Subsequent neutron reflectometry experiments on 

similar systems suggested peptide insertion into the phospholipid leaflet as the principal 

mode of peptide incorporation. 

The second body of work entailed the study of mixing effects in bimolecular self-

assembled monolayers comprising one aromatic and one aliphatic organosilane constituent 

on atomically smooth silicon substrates.  The effects of varying the alky chain lengths of the 

aliphatic species as well as varying the chlorosilane headgroup chemistries and number of 

methylenes included between the aryl rings and headgroups of the aromatic species were 

studied by NEXAFS spectroscopy.  Supplementary Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy 

and contact angle experiments corroborated the NEXAFS results.  The data indicated that the 



 

headgroup chemistries have a direct influence on lateral packing density and molecular 

orientation within the film.  Whereas trichlorinated headgroups permitted the formation of 

tightly packed polysiloxane networks at the silica surface which effected close packing and 

orientation of the associated tailgroup moieties, the introduction of two methyl substituents to 

the headgroup reduced lateral packing density and inhibited molecular orientation.  

Additionally, the number of methylene spacer units included in the aromatic constituents 

affected aryl orientation in mixed systems.  Forgoing the inclusion of a methylene spacer 

consistently resulted in perpendicularly oriented aryl rings.  The inclusion of a single 

methylene spacer forced the aryl rings to assume a tilt with respect to the surface that resulted 

in a reduction of lateral packing and a low degree of aromatic orientation.  The inclusion of 

two methylene spacers produced systems in which the aryl orientation was highly dependent 

upon the length of the alkyl chains in the surrounding structure.  Furthermore, the surface 

composition was found to be highly tunable in systems composed exclusively of molecules 

with trichlorinated headgroups. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

 
1.1 Overview 

Engineering of surfaces through molecular self-assembly of nano-scale films has 

become a widely employed method for designing surfaces with specific physical and 

chemical properties.  Two common ways of forming such self-assembled monolayers 

(SAMs) are through the adsorption of thiolated compounds onto noble metal substrates, such 

as gold or silver, and through the adsorption of organosilanes onto hydroxylated silicon 

surfaces.  One straightforward application of these methods is the hydrophobization of 

materials in moisture-sensitive systems for purposes such as moisture exclusion or corrosion 

resistance.  Other properties of a surface, besides wettability, can also potentially be modified 

by tweaking the structure or chemical composition of a monolayer film, including optical or 

electrical properties and chemical reactivities.  In addition to having direct industrial or 

technological applications, such engineered surfaces can function as useful model systems 

for fundamental scientific studies, since surfaces can be fabricated which are durable, highly 

regular, and nanoscopically smooth and which lend themselves easily to characterization by 

various experimental probes. 

This document outlines work performed on two types of systems involving molecular 

self-assembly of monolayer or hybrid bilayer films.  The first body of work dealt with the 

study of the interaction between several custom-synthesized α-helical peptides and supported 

hybrid bilayers of organosulfur compounds and phospholipids on gold.  The second body of 

work involved the study of bimolecular self-assembled monolayers of aromatic and aliphatic 

organosilanes on silica.  The following chapters are arranged chronologically with regard to 
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the experimental work described therein.  The final chapter of this manuscript presents a 

brief discussion of recommended future work based on the results of the research presented. 

 

1.2 Peptide-Incorporated Hybrid Bilayer Membranes on Gold 

Several 23-residue peptides were custom-synthesized from three amino acids to yield 

amphiphilic α-helices.  The interactions of these peptides with organosulfur SAMs and 

hybrid bilayer membranes (HBMs) comprising an organosulfur SAM and an overlying 

phospholipid leaflet on gold substrates were studied by a variety of experimental means.  

Chapter 2 presents data obtained primarily from electrochemical impedance and X-ray 

absorption near-edge structure spectroscopy performed on such systems.  The data presented 

suggest that the synthetic peptides induce an electrochemically detectable structural change 

in the supported film accompanied by retention of molecular ordering in the surrounding alky 

chain moieties.  Chapter 4 revisits systems of peptide-exposed hybrid bilayers on gold.  

These later experiments employed neutron reflectometry to examine the structure of a 

peptide-exposed film and permitted the postulation of the likeliest mode of peptide 

incorporation into an HBM structure. 

 

1.3 Mixed Monolayers of Aromatic and Aliphatic Organosilanes on Silica 

Chapter 3 presents a study of structural mixing effects in bimolecular self-assembled 

monolayers on silica.  The structural effects of forming mixed SAMs comprising one 

aromatic component and one aliphatic component were studied primarily by X-ray 

absorption near-edge structure spectroscopy.  Auxiliary Fourier-transform infrared and 

contact angle experiments were performed.  The data collected among the several techniques 
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demonstrated that the headgroup chemistries and number of included methylene spacer units 

in the aromatic species as well as the lengths of the alkyl chains of the aliphatic species have 

important observable effects on lateral packing density and molecular ordering.  
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Chapter 2 Effects of Synthetic Amphiphilic α-Helical Peptides on the 

Electrochemical and Structural Properties of Supported Hybrid Bilayers on Gold 

 
2.1 Abstract 

Amphiphilic α-helices were formed from designed synthetic peptides comprising 

alanine, phenylalanine, and lysine residues.  The insertion of the α-helical peptides into 

hybrid bilayers assembled on gold was studied by a variety of methods to assess the resulting 

structural characteristics, such as electrical resistance and molecular orientation.  Self-

assembled monolayers (SAMs) of dodecanethiol (DDT); octadecanethiol (ODT); and 1,2-

dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphothioethanol (DPPTE) were formed on gold substrates with 

and without incorporated peptide.  Supported hybrid bilayers and multilayers of 1,2-

dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC) were formed on SAMs by the “paint-

freeze” method of bilayer formation.  Modeling of electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 

data using equivalent electrochemical circuits revealed that the addition of peptide decreased 

dramatically the resistive element of the bilayer films while maintaining the value of the 

capacitive element, indicating successful incorporation of peptide into a well-formed bilayer.  

Near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy data provided evidence that the 

molecules in the SAMs and hybrid multilayers were ordered even in the presence of peptide.  

The peptide insertion into the SAM was confirmed by observing the π* resonance peak 

correlating with phenylalanine and a peak in the nitrogen K-edge regime attributable to the 

peptide bond. 
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2.2 Introduction  

Solid-supported organic monolayers and lipid bilayers on noble metals have emerged 

as important research tools in recent years.  Solid-supported membranes on flat substrates 

represent useful analogues to cellular membranes for protein research because of their high 

structural integrity and the variety of methods that can be applied to probe their properties.  

There is great interest in utilizing these systems as elements of biosensors as well as in the 

study of transmembrane peptide interactions with biomimetic films [1-10].  Furthermore, 

supported lipid-bilayers on solid metal substrates may be readily characterized using 

electrical techniques such as electrochemical impedance spectroscopy and cyclic 

voltammetry [3, 11-17].  Our efforts focus on studying and understanding the conditions 

under which synthetic amphiphilic α-helical peptides may be ordered in self-assembled 

monolayers and supported hybrid bilayers formed on smooth gold surfaces. 

Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of alkanethiols on gold have been studied 

extensively in the scientific literature by a number of techniques including surface wetting, 

atomic force microscopy, spectroscopic ellipsometry, scanning electron microscopy, and X-

ray photoelectron spectroscopy [13, 18-29].  In recent years, electrochemical techniques have 

emerged as important tools for characterizing SAMs and supported lipid bilayers on metal 

surfaces.  Some of the work germane to the present discussion includes that of Tong and 

colleagues, who used electrochemical methods to study alkanethiol systems on gold.  In a 

work reported by Cui et al. [30], these researchers used impedance spectroscopy and cyclic 

voltammetry to study dodecanethiol (DDT) and octadecanethiol (ODT) SAMs under varying 

concentrations of Fe(CN)6
(3-/4-).  Using equivalent circuit modeling, they determined that the 

resistive element of the SAMs decreased with increasing electrolyte concentration while the 
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capacitive element remained constant.  From calculated electron tunneling, they concluded 

that the apparent effective film thickness was significantly smaller than the alkyl chain 

lengths, and they suggested that this parameter can serve as a measure of the quality of the 

SAM.  In Diao et al. [31], these researchers reported that the apparent electron transfer rate 

constant for ODT SAMs is several orders of magnitude higher than the theoretical value, 

suggesting that the discrepancy is due to electron tunneling at “collapsed sites”—defects in 

the SAM resulting at domain boundaries or from inhomogeneities in the underlying gold 

substrate.  At such locales, the thiol molecules do not form a well-ordered lattice, thus 

permitting the electroactive species to partially penetrate the SAM.  The degree of ordering 

varied among samples, and they attributed constant-phase-element (CPE) behavior to SAM 

surface roughness.  In another work reported by Diao et al. [11], the group investigated 

supported hybrid bilayers of ODT and phosphatidylcholine (PC) using CV and EIS.  Through 

equivalent circuit modeling, they determined the bilayer capacitance of this system to be 0.52 

µF·cm-2.  They determined that electron transfer through the SAM alone is primarily due to 

electron tunneling while electron transfer through the hybrid bilayer is due to the diffusion of 

the electrolyte species through pinhole defects in the PC leaflet.  They suggest that the higher 

occurrence of defects in the bilayer leaflet is attributable to the lipid molecules’ inability to 

form a highly ordered layer over collapsed sites in the underlying SAM.  They demonstrate 

the use of capacitance-plane plots for observing the effects of bilayer addition. 

Janek et al. studied SAMs of decanethiol, hydroxydecanethiol, and 4′-hydroxy-4-

mercaptobiphenyl using cyclic voltammetry and impedance spectroscopy and analyzed the 

data using equivalent circuit models [32].  They observed that the electrical behavior of 

SAMs of decanethiol and hydroxydecanethiol is modeled well using simple equivalent 
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circuit models (e.g., the Randles circuit), while the interfacial electrical behavior of the 

aromatic molecule necessitates a more complex model.  They report a double-layer 

capacitance for decanethiol of 1.49±0.13 µF·cm-2. 

Protsailo and Fawcett used electrochemical techniques to show that the resistance to 

charge transfer across alkanethiol SAMs increases with alkyl chain length [33].  They 

determined that all four thiols investigated (ranging in length from 9 to 18 carbons) form 

SAMs with a low occurrence of pinhole defects and that conductance through the film is 

attributable primarily to electron tunneling.  In the case of electron tunneling alone, redox 

current, and thus the standard rate constant ks, is expected to decay exponentially with 

increasing film thickness. Indeed, this group observed a linear relationship between the 

logarithm of the standard rate constant and the alkyl chain length. 

Supported hybrid bilayers more closely resemble naturally occurring plasma 

membranes in that they consist of both an underlying SAM and an overlying phospholipid 

leaflet.  Presumably, such an assembly generates a hydrophilic film surface in which lipid 

molecules are laterally mobile.  These types of films are typically formed by fusing a lipid 

leaflet onto an existing self-assembled monolayer by one of several approaches including 

vesicle fusion [10, 34-36], Langmuir-Blodgett deposition [35, 37], or by a painted-lipid or 

paint-freeze method [1, 35, 37-39].  These bilayer films are also readily characterized by 

electrochemical techniques. 

This work reports on the interactions of several artificially constructed helical 

peptides with the aforementioned solid-supported films.  Many naturally occurring 

antimicrobial peptides, including melittin and magainins, are known to form membrane-

spanning hydrophilic pores under certain conditions [40-45].  In vivo, this creation of ion-
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conducting channels in the biomembrane leads to cellular death through the disruption of 

both the structural integrity and the ion-mediating properties of the target cell’s plasma 

membrane.  These pore-forming peptides have been studied for several decades and continue 

to be an active topic of scientific research.  The pore-forming behavior of these peptides is 

attributed to their amphiphilic α-helical secondary structure, in which the amino acid 

functional groups of one face of the α-helix are largely hydrophobic while those of the 

opposing face are largely hydrophilic (cf. Figure 2.1).  Melittin, for example, is believed to 

form molecular aggregates on the surfaces of cellular membranes which then insert into the 

lipid bilayer to form pore structures [46, 47].  The peptides aggregate such that the 

hydrophobic faces of the individual peptides orient outward while the hydrophilic faces 

orient inward, toward the aqueous channel. 

Issues such as understanding the mechanisms by which these peptides insert 

themselves into cellular membranes and form aggregates as well as how the structural 

characteristics of these aggregates (e.g., number of monomers per aggregate, pore diameter, 

ion selectivity, etc.) may be directly controlled though solvent conditions and primary 

sequence design are of significant scientific and technological interest.  In the present work, 

hybrid lipid bilayers have been fabricated on gold by depositing a lipid bilayer leaflet on a 

preexisting SAM using the paint-freeze method of bilayer formation [1, 35, 37, 38].  

Monolayers were formed using straight-chain alkanethiols and 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phosphothioethanol (DPPTE).  Synthetic helical peptides were introduced to the bilayer at 

various stages of the membrane formation and the physico-chemical characteristics of these 

surfaces were assessed by utilizing a number of experimental tools, including 
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electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure 

(NEXAFS) spectroscopy. 

 

2.3 Materials and Methods 

2.3.1  Materials 

Absolute ethanol was purchased from Aldrich; all other solvents were purchased from 

Fisher Scientific and used as received.  Gold substrates were prepared by Dr. C. Richard 

Guarnieri (NCSU), Dr. Soojin Oh (UNC Chapel Hill), and Dr. Vitalii Silin (NIST).  Gold 

films with thicknesses of 100–150 nm were vapor-deposited on silicon wafers covered 

previously with 20-nm chromium adhesion layers.  The root-mean-square surface roughness 

of these gold wafers, as determined by atomic force microscopy prior to experimentation, 

was approximately 9 Å.  Dodecanethiol (DDT) and octadecanethiol (ODT) were purchased 

from Sigma-Aldrich and were used as received.  1,2-Dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phosphothioethanol (DPPTE) was purchased in chloroform solution from Avanti Polar 

Lipids, Inc.  1,2-Dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC); 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-

sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC); and 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-[phospho-rac-

(1-glycerol)] (Sodium Salt) (POPG) were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids in dry 

powdered form and were used without further purification.  Potassium chloride was 

purchased from Fisher Scientific.  Aqueous solutions of potassium ferrocyanide and 

potassium ferricyanide were purchased from LabChem, Inc. 

Melittin was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification.  

Synthetic peptides were manufactured by Biopeptide Co., LLC (San Diego, CA), and 

delivered in lyophilized form.  Two synthetic 23-residue peptides were synthesized using 
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three amino acids: alanine, phenylalanine, and lysine (cf. Table 2.1 and Figure 2.1).  Alanine 

and phenylalanine are both uncharged and form the hydrophobic face of the α-helix, while 

lysine contains a charged quaternary ammonium group and forms the hydrophilic face of the 

peptide.  In order to facilitate peptide adhesion to the gold surface, these two sequences were 

reproduced with the addition of a mercapto-containing cysteamine group at the C-terminus.  

The presence of the mercapto functionality on the peptide facilitated the bonding of the 

peptide to the gold substrate.  Herein, the original synthetic peptides are referred to by their 

molecular weights, p2776 and p3195, and the cysteamine-terminating peptides are referred to 

as p2776-SH and p3195-SH respectively. 

 

2.3.2 Circular Dichroism 

The helicity of our synthetic peptides was confirmed by circular dichroism using a 

Jasco J600 spectropolarimeter.  Data were collected at room temperature using a 1-mm 

pathlength cell.  The circular dichroism of the two peptides p2776 and p3195 was confirmed 

and quantified in mixtures of trifluoroethanol (TFE) and pH 7.4 phosphate buffered saline 

(PBS) (cf. Figure 2.2).  Melittin was also characterized under the same conditions as a point 

of reference for our novel peptides.  Additionally, the synthetic peptides were characterized 

in vesicle solution.  The degree of helicity was quantified using the empirical equation 

adapted from the work of Chen et al. [48] and used throughout the literature [49, 50]: 







 −⋅−

=

n

f H 57.21500,39

][ 222θ
 , 

where [θ]222 is the mean residue ellipticity at 222 nm and n is the number of amino acid 

residues involved in the α-helix. 
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2.3.3 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) 

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy was carried out on a Zahner IM6e 

Electrochemical Workstation (Zahner, Germany).  A conventional three-electrode 

electrochemical cell was designed with a large area platinum counter electrode and a 

saturated Ag/AgCl reference electrode.  The sample served as the working electrode and had 

an exposed surface area of 0.2 cm2.  The aqueous electrolyte solution used for EIS 

experiments was 2 mM in each of potassium ferricyanide (K3Fe[CN]6) and potassium 

ferrocyanide (K4Fe[CN]6) and 0.1 M in KCl.  The electrolyte was deoxygenated by sparging 

with nitrogen gas for 30 min.  All experiments were conducted at ambient temperature.  EIS 

data were collected in potentiostat mode with a voltage amplitude of 10 mV at open circuit 

potential over the frequency range of 100 mHz to 100 kHz.  The data were then analyzed by 

fitting to equivalent circuit models using a complex least squares analysis within the 

ZSimpWin software package (EChem Software).   

 

2.3.4 Near-Edge X-Ray Absorption Fine Structure Spectroscopy (NEXAFS) 

NEXAFS spectroscopy experiments were conducted on the NIST/Dow X-ray facility 

(beamline U7A) of the National Synchrotron Light Source at Brookhaven National 

Laboratory (Upton, NY).  NEXAFS uses low-energy X-rays to detect bond population and 

the orientation of molecules on surfaces.  The intensity of the NEXAFS signal is a function 

of: (1) density of molecules on the surface, and (2) the angle between the electric field 

polarization vector of the incident light and the antibonding orbitals of the surface molecules 

being studied.  In our work, NEXAFS is used to determine the molecular orientation of 
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SAM-forming molecules and phospholipid moieties as well as to verify the presence of the 

peptides in the supported film on the surface. 

 

2.3.5 Contact Angle 

Contact angle provides a convenient means of characterizing the surface energies and 

complex structures of our samples.  For liquid droplets on a homogeneous surface, a 

characteristic angle is formed at the interface of the solid, liquid, and vapor phases.  In the 

case of deionized water, hydrophilic surfaces will result in small contact angles (e.g., 10–

50°), while hydrophobic surfaces will result in large contact angles (e.g., 100–110°).  

Furthermore, the hysteresis between the advancing and receding contact angles provides 

information about heterogeneity of the surface; a hysteresis smaller than ≈10º is generally 

considered to signify a relatively uniform surface.  While gold is highly hydrophilic, self-

assembled alkanethiol monolayers create highly hydrophobic surfaces.  Therefore, contact 

angle can be used to verify the presence and quality of oriented self-assembled monolayers 

on gold.  Contact angle experiments were conducted on a Ramé-Hart contact angle 

goniometer (model 100-00).  For advancing contact angles, 8 µL of deionized water were 

delivered onto the surface.  At least ten measurements were taken and averaged while 

maintaining contact between the syringe needle and the water droplet.  For receding contact 

angles, 4 µL of deionized water were drawn back into the syringe.  Again, at least ten 

measurements were taken and averaged to yield a single value. 
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2.3.6 Sample Preparation 

Gold substrates were cut to sizes of approximately 1 cm2 for all experiments.  Before 

film deposition, the cut substrates were cleaned by ultraviolet/ozone (UV/O) treatment for 15 

min, sonicated in absolute ethanol (30 min), and sonicated in fresh piranha solution (three 

parts H2SO4 to one part technical grade H2O2; 5 min.).  SAMs of DDT, ODT and DPPTE 

were formed by immersing the cleaned gold substrates in thiol solutions for an extended 

period of time.  For all data presented herein, depositions were performed in excess of 16 h. 

ODT and DDT depositions were carried out in 2 mM ethanolic solutions.  Also, 2 mM 

solutions of DPPTE were made in each of four different solvents: chloroform, methylene 

chloride, tetrahydrofuran, and a 1:1 mixture of toluene and ethanol. 

Supported lipid bilayers were formed by adding a glycerophospholipid leaflet onto an 

existing SAM.  This was accomplished by one of two methods: (1) the painted-lipid method 

originally proposed by Florin and Gaub [37, 51] and (2) the paint-freeze method described by 

White [37, 52].  In the painted-lipid method of bilayer formation, a small amount of lipid 

solution was applied on a substrate with a preexisting well-formed monolayer.  The painting-

solution consisted of a 20 mg/mL solution of glycerophospholipid in a 3:1 mixture of decane 

and 2-butanol.  After “painting,” the sample was submersed in an aqueous solution of 0.1 M 

KCl for a period of 2 h.  During this incubation time, the lipid molecules formed a bilayer 

because of the hydrophobic and hydrophilic interactions with the thiolated monolayer and the 

aqueous solution.  Co-deposition solutions of DMPC and synthetic peptide were similarly 

prepared that were 20 mg/mL in DMPC and 0.2 mg/mL in peptide.  The paint-freeze method 

for bilayer formation is a modification of the painted-lipid method [37, 52].  After the 

application of the lipid painting-solution, the solvent is frozen out by placing the sample in a 
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−20 °C environment for at least 20 min.  The sample is then submersed in KCl solution for 

an extended period of time, just as in the painted-lipid procedure. 

 

2.4 Results and Discussion 

2.4.1 Circular Dichroism 

Circular dichroism was used to demonstrate that the synthetic peptide sequences 

assume helical conformation under favorable conditions.  The peptides were studied both in 

solution with trifluoroethanol as well as in hydrated lipid vesicles.  Figure 2.2 presents the 

circular dichroism spectra of the two 23-residue synthetic peptides, a) p2776 and b) p3195, in 

several concentrations of TFE in PBS buffer.  Calculated helicities are summarized in Table 

2.2 for peptide concentrations of 0.5 mg/mL in 40% TFE.  These data confirmed that the 

synthetic peptides p2776 and p3195 form helical secondary structures. 

Circular dichroism data were also collected for peptide-incorporated POPC/POPG 

lipid vesicles to demonstrate that helical conformation is assumed as the peptides incorporate 

into lipid bilayer structures (cf. Figure 2.3).  Both peptides p2776 and p3195 were 

investigated in vesicles formed by extrusion under varying peptide-to-lipid molar ratios 

(1:20, 1:50, and 1:100) with a constant POPC:POPG molar ratio of 3:1 maintained 

throughout.  Peptide concentration was 0.1 mg/mL for all experiments.  These data 

demonstrated that these synthetic peptides do form helical secondary structures when 

incorporated into a lipid bilayer leaflet.  Furthermore, the helicities obtained in the lipid 

vesicles was substantially greater than those obtained for the peptides in buffer/TFE alone 

(cf. Table 2.2). 
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Because the synthetic peptides were demonstrated to be capable of forming helical 

secondary structures under the two sets of conditions discussed above, it was assumed for the 

remaining work that the peptides were also capable of assuming a helical conformation when 

isolated in the solid-supported films subsequently studied. 

 

2.4.2 Contact Angle 

Advancing contact angles for both the alkanethiol and DPPTE SAMs were quite high 

(cf. Table 2.3), indicating the presence of well-ordered SAMs.  Advancing contact angles for 

the DDT and ODT monolayers were similar to those reported for alkanethiols in the literature 

[20, 53-55].  Additionally, the advancing contact angles for ODT were higher than those for 

DDT.  This observed increase in contact angle with alkyl chain length is consistent with the 

literature reports [20, 55] and may be attributable to increased packing density resulting from 

chain-chain interactions.  The absolute values of our contact angles are somewhat lower than 

those reported in the literature [20, 53-55], however, which may indicate a higher degree of 

disorder due to gold surface roughness.  The contact angles for DPPTE SAMs were slightly 

lower than those obtained for ODT but were higher than those obtained for DDT, suggesting 

that ODT either packs more densely than DPPTE or contains a smaller number of structural 

defects.  This improved packing of ODT is attributed to the highly regular linear chain 

structure of ODT as compared to DPPTE.  In the case of DDT, we suggest that the shorter 

molecular length and higher rigidity of the molecule may account for both its lower 

advancing contact angles and its higher hysteresis between advancing and receding contact 

angles. 
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2.4.3 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) 

Several mechanisms may contribute to the total apparent electrical conductivity 

across our SAMs and supported bilayers including ionic penetration of the film and diffusion 

of the redox couple to and from the gold surface.  Ionic species may approach the electrode 

surface at pinhole defects in the film, at collapsed sites in the bilayer leaflet, and, in the case 

of peptide-incorporated films, at distortions or openings promoted by the peptide molecules’ 

attachment to or insertion into the film.  It is also possible for the presence of charged 

peptides in the hybrid bilayer to alter the apparent electrical permeability of the bilayer films 

through electrostatic attraction or repulsion of ionic species.  For our analysis, we have 

elected to simplify the modeling by treating our systems as having a single resistive element 

in parallel with a single capacitive element. 

Data were collected for bilayer systems for each stage of their fabrication.  Data were 

first collected for the monolayer alone, consisting of either pure alkanethiol (DDT or ODT) 

or pure DPPTE.  The sample was then rinsed thoroughly in its respective deposition solvent, 

and a DMPC bilayer was applied using the paint-freeze method of bilayer formation.  After 

electrochemical data were collected for the bilayer system, the sample was rinsed with 

methylene chloride to completely remove the bilayer leaflet.  Finally, a bilayer including 

peptide was formed using the paint-freeze method with a solution containing both DMPC 

and peptide.  It should be noted that we observed a great degree of variability in the electrical 

behavior of otherwise identical samples prepared on different substrates.  We attribute this to 

variations in surface roughness and defects among several substrates.  The following 

electrochemical data are from representative samples. 
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In Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5 we plot the EIS results for DPPTE/DMPC and 

DDT/DMPC bilayer systems, respectively.  The magnitude of the impedance curve for the 

DPPTE monolayer is substantially smaller than that for the DDT monolayer.  Furthermore, 

the frequency range for which the DPPTE monolayer displays primarily capacitive behavior 

is significantly narrower than that for the DDT monolayer.  We suggest that these 

observations indicate that the DDT SAM has a lower incidence of pinhole or collapsed site 

defects than the DPPTE SAM.  While the DPPTE SAM appears to have a higher packing 

density and degree of ordering within ordered domains, as evidenced by contact angle, its 

more irregular structure may lead to the formation of a greater number of defects at domain 

boundaries and substrate inhomogeneities.  

Upon introduction of a DMPC bilayer leaflet to the monolayer, the impedance 

increases over the entire observed frequency range.  Additionally, the system displays 

capacitive behavior over a wider range of frequencies.  While the system becomes more 

resistive to electron flow, the magnitude of the capacitance of the film decreases, as is 

observed by the decrease in the diameter of the arc formed in the capacitance-plane plot.  The 

diameter of the arc in the capacitance-plane plot is inversely related to the thickness of the 

film (cf. Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5) [35-37, 56-58].  Additionally, the curvature of the data in 

the capacitance-plane plots differs greatly between the DDT system and the DPPTE system.  

The substitution of the constant phase element (CPE) for an ideal capacitor in the modeling 

of the DPPTE system allows us to capture this curvature, which is a result of higher surface 

roughness [31].  We posit that this greater surface roughness is a result of a higher incidence 

of pinhole defects and collapsed sites in the DPPTE SAM as opposed to the DDT SAM. 
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Figure 2.5 also shows the electrochemical impedance data gathered after the 

DDT/DMPC bilayer sample was rinsed thoroughly with methylene chloride to remove the 

bilayer leaflet.  The Bode impedance curve drops to values near those of the DDT monolayer 

alone for most of the recorded frequency range, and the diameter of the arc in the 

capacitance-plane plot returns to that for the monolayer data. 

Upon the addition of a solution containing both DMPC and peptide p3195-SH, the 

impedance drops and the diameter of the arc of the capacitance-plane plot returns 

approximately to the value detected for the bilayer sample, indicating that the film is still 

intact (cf. Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5). 

The EIS data were fit to equivalent circuit models using the ZSimpWin 2.00 (EChem 

Software) software package.  Equivalent circuit modeling permits the quantification of the 

electrical behaviors of individual system components.  In Figure 2.6 we present two such 

models that fit best our experimental data.  The circuit shown in Figure 2.6 a builds on the 

simple Randles circuit (not discussed here) by adding a second capacitor (CS) to model the 

electrolyte capacitance.  The addition of this circuit element improves modeling in the high-

frequency regime and permits us to confirm that the electrical properties of the electrolyte 

remain constant throughout consecutive experiments.  This circuit, called (C(R(CR))) herein, 

was used to model the DDT system presented in Figure 2.5.  The circuit presented in Figure 

2.6 b, herein referred to as (C(R(Q(RW)))), is increased in complexity.  The substitution of a 

constant phase element (Q) for the film capacitance allows us to better model the capacitive 

behavior of surfaces with greater surface inhomogeneity.  Additionally, the use of a Warburg 

element (W) allows us to account for diffusion effects in the low-frequency regime.  This 

circuit was used to model the DPPTE system presented in Figure 2.4. 
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Table 2.4 provides the equivalent circuit modeling parameters for the three sequential 

steps of a peptide-inserted hybrid bilayer fabrication shown in Figure 2.4: DPPTE SAM 

formation, bilayer deposition, and peptide-incorporated bilayer deposition.  For each step of 

the sample formation, equivalent circuit modeling confirms that the capacitance and 

resistance of the electrolyte solution remain constant.  Because the values of the constant 

phase element exponent, n, are always close to unity, we assume that the magnitude of the 

constant phase element offers a good estimate of the capacitance of the membrane [30, 33].  

Upon painting the structure with the lipid, the magnitude of the film capacitance drops.  This 

capacitance then remains approximately constant upon the formation of a bilayer with 

peptide.  The resistance of the membrane increases greatly upon painting and drops 

significantly for the bilayer upon the peptide insertion.  The capacitances obtained for this 

system are on the same order of magnitude as capacitances obtained for similar systems 

reported in the literature [11, 30, 33, 35, 37, 58].   

Table 2.5 provides the modeling parameters for the peptide-incorporated system on 

DDT presented in Figure 2.5.  Just as in the preceding case, the electrolyte components of the 

model (CS and RS) remain constant throughout.  Upon addition of a DMPC leaflet to the 

DDT monolayer, the membrane capacitance (CM) drops substantially; the resistive 

component (RM) increases by over an order of magnitude.  Upon stripping the DMPC leaflet, 

CM and RM approach their original values.  When the DDT is then painted with the 

DMPC+peptide solution, CM returns to the bilayer value and RM drops substantially.  These 

results are consistent with the expected effects of peptide incorporation with the supported 

film.  The film capacitance is related to the dielectric constant of the organic material and to 

the thickness of the organic film by the equation [35, 58]: 
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where Cm is the specific capacitance of the film, ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum, κ is the 

dielectric constant of the organic material, and d is the film thickness.  The dielectric constant 

for alkyl SAMs is not precisely known as it can vary greatly upon specific conditions and is 

usually assumed to range from 2.0 to 2.5 [33, 35-37, 51, 56, 57, 59].  Because the 

capacitance of the peptide-incorporated bilayer film returns to the value of the 

alkanethiol/DMPC bilayer, we deduce that the peptide is incorporating into the film and 

neither simply removing segments of the DMPC leaflet nor adding additional multilayers.  

We do, however, expect the peptide to essentially introduce defects into the organic film, and 

this is reflected in the drop in the value of the resistive element. 

 It is interesting to note that the specific capacitances of the DPPTE films are greater 

than those obtained for the DDT films.  If the respective systems possessed identical 

dielectric constants and molecular tilts, one would expect the DPPTE, the longer molecule, to 

form films with lower capacitances.  However, this is not observed.  Additionally, the 

capacitances obtained, although on the same order of magnitude as those reported in the 

literature, are somewhat smaller than the values reported elsewhere [11, 30, 33, 35, 58, 60].  

These observations may indicate that DPPTE and DDT have markedly different packing 

densities and thus dielectric constants for their alkyl chains.  Alternatively, these data may 

suggest that DPPTE and DDT have different molecular tilts on our gold substrates and thus 

their relative SAM thicknesses are not directly related to chain length alone.  Regardless of 

absolute equivalent circuit modeling values, we may still observe the effects of peptide 

incorporation upon subsequent steps of film assembly in the data presented herein. 
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2.4.4 Near-Edge X-Ray Absorption Fine Structure Spectroscopy 

NEXAFS spectroscopy was performed on thiol monolayers, overlying DMPC 

multilayers, and multilayers with incorporated peptide p3195-SH.  Because NEXAFS is 

performed under vacuum and it is not possible to maintain an intact hybrid bilayer out of 

aqueous solution, lipid multilayers were studied by NEXAFS in lieu of hybrid bilayers.  Here 

we assume that the structure of peptide-incorporated multilayers should resemble that of 

peptide-incorporated hybrid bilayers.  Carbon K-edge data were collected over the photon 

energy range 270–330 eV.  The electron yield spectra were normalized by shifting the pre-

edges (at 270 eV) to zero and subsequently scaling the post-edges (at 330 eV) to unity.  The 

converse angular dependences of the C–H and C–C σ* resonance peaks at 288 and 293 eV, 

respectively, demonstrate that the monolayers are ordered. 

Figure 2.7 a and b present the carbon K-edge difference spectra (90º-20º) for an ODT 

and a DPPTE SAM, respectively, and Figure 2.7c presents the carbon K-edge difference 

spectrum (90º-35º) for a DMPC multilayer formed on DPPTE.  The DMPC multilayers 

exhibit similar orientation as that shown in the cases of ODT and DPPTE SAMs.  Orientation 

of DMPC is confirmed from the alternate angular dependences of the C–H and C–C σ* 

resonance peaks.   

Figure 2.8 presents the carbon K-edge difference spectra for DMPC multilayers with 

incorporated peptide p3195-SH on an ODT (a) and a DPPTE (b) monolayer.  The orientation 

of the carbon chains is still observed from the C–H and C–C σ* resonance peaks.  At higher 

peptide-to-lipid ratios, the presence of peptide can be observed in both the carbon and 

nitrogen K-edge spectra.  Figure 2.9 presents data collected for DMPC/p3195-SH multilayers 

formed on a DDT monolayer.  The painting solution contained 0.2 mg/mL p3195-SH and 
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0.833 mg/mL DMPC (a 5:100 peptide:lipid molar ratio) in methanol/chloroform/TFE (3/1/1 

v/v).  The highly aromatic phenylalanine residues contained in the synthetic peptides have 

been observed to significantly enhance the C=C π* resonance peak at 285 eV.  Additionally, 

the presence of the peptide bond yields a peak at 403 eV in the nitrogen K-edge regime (cf. 

Figure 2.9).  The peak at 403 eV is entirely absent in control samples containing only thiol 

molecules, DMPC, or amino acid monomers. 

 Our synthetic peptides are positively charged since lysine residues carry a positive 

charge at near-neutral pH.  Because electrostatic repulsion between peptides may hinder the 

formation of peptide aggregates, NEXAFS experiments were conducted in which the effects 

of solvent electrolyte concentration and solvent water content on peptide co-deposition 

ability were studied for systems of simultaneously adsorbed DDT and peptide p2776-SH.  At 

a high peptide-to-DDT ratio (20:100), both increased solvent KCl concentration and 

increased solvent water content resulted in improved peptide adhesion (as determined from 

the C=C π* resonance peaks).  This solvent phenomenon was not observed, however, at 

lower peptide-to-DDT ratios. 

 

2.5 Conclusions 

For the solid-supported bilayer films studied, EIS data have confirmed that a 

significant change in the electrical properties of the films takes place upon the introduction of 

synthetic peptide.  The electrical resistive element of the surface film decreases while the 

capacitive element remains comparable to that for a DMPC/thiol hybrid bilayer.  These 

results suggest that peptides insert into well-ordered bilayers and enable electron flow in the 
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immediate vicinity of the peptide molecules.  While these data are compelling, the exact 

mechanisms of the peptide interactions with the film are not clear and require further study. 

NEXAFS spectroscopy has confirmed the molecular orientations of alkanethiols, 

DPPTE, and overlying DMPC multilayers both with and without incorporated peptide on 

gold.  Peptide presence is confirmed by bond–peak association.  We have shown that the 

ordering of peptide-incorporated films is not diminished upon the introduction of synthetic 

peptide. 
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2.8 Tables 

Table 2.1.  Four synthetic peptides were manufactured based on two sequences.  Versions 
were made with and without a terminal sulfur-containing cysteamine residue.  Three amino 
acids were used: alanine, phenylalanine, and lysine. 

 Sequence Residues MW 
1 FAFAFKAFKKAFKKFKKAFKKAF-OH 23 2776 
2 FFKKFFKKFKKFFKKFFKFFKKF-OH 23 3195 
3 FAFAFKAFKKAFKKFKKAFKKAF-NH-(CH2)2-SH 23 2835 
4 FFKKFFKKFKKFFKKFFKFFKKF-NH-(CH2)2-SH 23 3254 

A = Alanine              F = Phenylalanine        K = Lysine 
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Table 2.2.  Percent peptide helicity determined empirically for several peptides using circular 
dichroism. 

System FW / 
Da 

n [θ]222×10-4 / 
deg·cm2·dmol-1 

Helicity 
fH 

Melittin in 40% TFE in PBS 2846.46 26 -1.77 49.7% 
p2776 in 40% TFE in PBS 2776 23 -1.48 42.1% 
p3195 in 40% TFE in PBS 3195 23 -1.35 38.4% 
POPC/POPG + p2776 20:1 2776 23 -2.92 83.4% 
POPC/POPG + p2776 50:1 2776 23 -3.09 87.9% 
POPC/POPG + p2776 100:1 2776 23 -2.97 84.6% 
POPC/POPG + p3195 20:1 3195 23 -1.52 43.2% 
POPC/POPG + p3195 50:1 3195 23 -1.44 41.2% 
POPC/POPG + p3195 100:1 3195 23 -1.55 44.3% 
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Table 2.3.  Advancing and Receding Contact Angles for DDT, ODT, and DPPTE 
Monolayers on Gold. 

Contact angle   (deg)  Thiol Solvent 
Advancing Receding Hysteresis 

1 DDT ethanol 107° 89° 18° 
2 DDT ethanol 101° 84° 17° 
3 DDT ethanol 105° 87° 18° 
4 ODT ethanol 110° 97° 13º 
5 ODT ethanol 110° 100° 10º 
6 ODT ethanol 109° 98° 11º 
7 ODT ethanol 111° 100° 11º 
8 ODT ethanol 113° 99° 14º 
9 DPPTE 1:1 toluene : ethanol 110° 98° 12º 
10 DPPTE 1:1 toluene : ethanol 106° 101° 5º 
11 DPPTE methylene chloride 105° 93° 12º 
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Table 2.4.  EIS modeling parameters for the several stages of fabrication for the DPPTE/ 
DMPC/peptide system presented in Figure 2.4.  This system was modeling as 
(C(R(Q(RW)))). 

3195SH-incorporated DPPTE/DMPC bilayer  
  DPPTE SAM + DMPC + DMPC & Peptide
C / nF·cm-2 10. 10. 9.4 
RS / Ω·cm2 72 80. 80. 
Q / µS·s0.5·cm-2 0.99 0.63 0.61 
n  0.96 0.94 0.93 
RM / Ω·cm2 3.6 × 103 3.1 × 106 4.7 × 104 
W / S·s0.5·cm-2 1.1 × 10-3 9.0 × 10-7 1.1 × 10-4 
  χ2 = 3.7 × 10-4 χ2 = 1.5 × 10-4 χ2 = 2.3 × 10-4 
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Table 2.5.  EIS modeling parameters for the several stages of fabrication for the 
DDT/DMPC/peptide system presented in Figure 2.5.  This system was modeled as 
(C(R(CR))). 

3195SH-incorporated DDT/DMPC bilayer 
 DDT SAM + DMPC Rinsed +DMPC & Peptide

CS / nF·cm-2
 11 11 11 12 

RS / Ω·cm2 83 90. 86 87 
CM / µF·cm-2 0.75 0.39 0.74 0.41 
RM / kΩ·cm2

 32 760 91 2.9 
 χ2 = 6.8 × 10-4 χ2 = 2.4 × 10-3 χ2 = 1.1 × 10-4 χ2 = 8.9 × 10-4 
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2.9 Figures 

 
Figure 2.1.  Schiffer-Edmundson wheel diagrams [61] for the two 23-residue synthetic 
peptides.  Hydrophobic side-chains are circumscribed by a circle.  The amphiphilicity is 
apparent from the opposing hydrophobic and hydrophilic faces. 
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Figure 2.2.  Circular dichroism of the two 23-residue synthetic peptides, a) p2776 and b) 
p3195, in several concentrations of TFE in PBS buffer confirms the peptides’ helicity.  A 
concentration of 0.5 mg/mL was tested in a 1-mm pathlength cell. 
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Figure 2.3.  Circular dichroism spectra for POPC/POPG vesicles with inserted peptide 2776 
(a) and 3195 (b). 
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Figure 2.4.  Bode impedance plot (a) and capacitance-plane plot (b) for a DPPTE/DMPC bilayer system 
with peptide p3195-SH.  A DPPTE monolayer (black ) was first formed.  A DMPC bilayer leaflet was 
subsequently applied (red ).  Finally, the DMPC leaflet was removed and the monolayer was painted 
with a solution containing DMPC and peptide p3195-SH (blue ).  Also shown is the (C(R(Q(RW)))) 
equivalent circuit model for each curve. 
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Figure 2.5.  Bode impedance plot (a) and capacitance-plane plot (b) for a DDT/DMPC bilayer system 
with peptide p3195-SH.  First a DDT SAM was formed (black ), to which a DMPC bilayer leaflet was 
subsequently added (red ).  The DMPC was then rinsed off (green ) and the monolayer was painted 
with a solution containing both DMPC and peptide p3195-SH (blue ).  Also shown is the (C(R(CR))) 
equivalent circuit model for each curve. 
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Figure 2.6.  Two of several equivalent circuit models used for the EIS data fitting are presented.  The 
DDT system was modeled with the first circuit (a), which uses a capacitor and resistor to model both the 
electrolyte (CS and RS) as well as the organic film (CM and RM).  For the DPPTE system, the second 
circuit (b) modeled the data better.  This circuit uses a constant phase element (Q) instead of a capacitor 
to model the film “capacitance” and introduces a Warburg element to capture diffusion limitations in the 
low-frequency regime. 

a) b) 
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Figure 2.7.  Difference NEXAFS spectra for: (a) ODT SAM, (b) DPPTE SAM, and (c) 
DMPC multilayer formed on DPPTE.  The difference spectra were obtained by subtracting 
the NEXAFS spectra collected at normal incident (θ=90°) and glancing incidence (θ=20° for 
a) and b)) θ=35° for c)) geometries. 
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Figure 2.8.  NEXAFS difference spectra (90º-20º) for DMPC multilayers with incorporated 
peptide p3195-SH on ODT (a) and DPPTE (b) monolayers.  Peptide does not disrupt the 
orientation of the surrounding aliphatic material. 
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Figure 2.9.  The aromatic ring in the phenylalanine residues yields a strong C=C π* 
resonance peak in the carbon K-edge spectrum at 285 eV when larger amounts of peptide are 
adsorbed to the surface (left).  Additionally, the peptide bond yields a characteristic peak in 
the nitrogen K-edge spectrum at 403 eV (right). 
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Chapter 3 A Study of the Packing Density and Molecular Orientation of 

Bimolecular Self-Assembled Monolayers of Aromatic and Aliphatic Organosilanes 

on Silica 

 
3.1 Abstract 

Bimolecular self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of aromatic and aliphatic 

chlorosilanes were self-assembled onto silica and their characteristics were established by 

contact angle measurement, near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy, and 

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy.  Three aromatic constituents (phenyltrichlorosilane, 

benzyltrichlorosilane, and phenethyltrichlorosilane) were studied in combination with four 

aliphatic co-adsorbates (butyltrichlorosilane, butyldimethylchloro-silane, octadecyltrichloro-

silane, and octadecyldimethylchlorosilane).  Our results demonstrate that, while SAMs made 

of trichlorinated organosilanes are densely packed, SAMs prepared from monochlorinated 

species are less dense and poorly ordered.  In mixed systems, trichlorinated aromatics and 

trichlorinated aliphatics formed SAMs with highly tunable compositions; their surfaces were 

compositionally homogeneous with no large-scale domain separation.  The homogeneous 

nature of the resulting SAM was a consequence of the formation of in-plane siloxane 

linkages among neighboring molecules.  In contrast, when mixing monochlorinated 

aliphatics with trichlorinated aromatics, molecular segregation occurred.  While the two 

shortest aromatic species did not display significant changes in orientation upon mixing with 

aliphatics, the aromatic species with the longest polymethylene spacer, 

phenethyltrichlorosilane, displayed markedly different orientation behavior in mixtures of 

short- and long-chain aliphatics. 
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3.2 Introduction 

The ability to tailor the physical and chemical properties of surfaces is of tremendous 

interest from both a purely scientific as well as an applied perspective.  One well-known 

method used to modify the characteristics of material surfaces is that of molecular self-

assembly of monolayer films onto reactive substrates.  Two common methods involve 

deposition of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) made of thiols deposited onto noble metals 

(e.g., gold, silver, palladium, platinum, copper, mercury) or semiconductor surfaces (e.g., 

GaAs) and self-assembly of organosilanes on oxide-containing surfaces (e.g., silica).  Such 

SAMs have been shown to possess a high degree of structural uniformity.  Through ω-

substitution of self-assembled alkyl chains or through substituent-group functionalization of 

phenyl rings, for example, it is possible to manipulate surface properties such as wettability, 

electrical resistivity, and chemical resistance.  Achieving nano-scale control of such systems 

offers a wide range of potential applications including the design of nanocircuitry and the 

engineering of biological interfaces.  The aforementioned physical properties are dictated by 

both the chemical nature of the newly created surfaces (dictated primarily by the ω-terminus) 

and the degree of packing and in-plane heterogeneity of the SAMs. 

Much research has been performed on both thiol- and silane-based SAMs assembled 

on noble metals and on silica, respectively.  These films have been characterized using a 

variety of experimental probes including surface wettability [1-18], IR spectroscopy [2-4, 7, 

10, 13, 14, 17, 19-28], ellipsometry [2-4, 6, 7, 10, 11, 13, 14, 17-19, 23, 25], cyclic 

voltammetry [7, 11, 13, 22, 24, 29, 30], and impedance spectroscopy [11].  The most widely 

characterized systems involve unimolecular SAMs made of aliphatic molecules.  

Octadecyltrichlorosilane (H18-TS), for example, has been shown to form well-ordered SAMs 
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on both gold [2, 7, 30] and on silica [2, 3, 10, 17, 18].  Such trichlorosilanes are known to 

form a stabilizing cross-linked silanol network at silica surfaces [2, 3, 31, 32].  The films 

produced are tightly bound to the substrate and are closely packed with low steric hindrances 

at the head-group moieties.  Additionally, substrate hydration has been shown to play an 

important role in the formation of densely-packed H18-TS monolayers; chemisorbed water 

increases the number of surface silanol groups capable of binding silane molecules [2, 3]. 

Although not as widely studied as their aliphatic counterparts, SAMs made of 

aromatic moieties have been prepared by depositing thiol-based aryls on gold surfaces and 

characterized via a variety of techniques.  While the thiol–gold surface chemistry is certainly 

different from silane–silica surface chemistry, the behaviors of the two systems should 

nevertheless have meaningful similarities.  Several groups have shown that aromatic thiols 

can produce well-ordered films.  The presence of the aromatic moiety greatly impacts 

molecular ordering [4, 11-13, 21, 23, 24, 29, 33, 34], which may be tuned by the addition of 

multiple aromatic moieties [11, 13, 33, 34] or substituent groups on the aromatic ring [29].  

Tao et al. [13] and Szafranski et al. [12] both explored the effects of bond orbital 

hybridization at the thiolate headgroup on aromatic SAM formation.  Tao et al. [13] 

compared the properties of SAMs of benzenethiol, benzenemethanethiol, biphenylthiol, and 

4-biphenylmethane-thiol on gold.  They observed that the addition of the methylene group at 

the mercapto moiety greatly improved the packing density and surface coverage of the films.  

Tao and coworkers suggested that the hybridization at the Au–S–C bond strongly affected 

the orientation of the thiol and thus the overall packing.  Szafranski et al. [12] also studied 

self-assembly of benzenethiol and benzenemethanethiol as well as of several other aromatic 

thiols on gold.  Their data indicated that the aromatic rings do not interact with the gold 
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surface and that the interaction with the substrate is governed exclusively by the head-group 

configuration.  Sabatani et al. [11], whose work will be discussed in more detail below, also 

observed poor packing of benzenethiol, which tended to lie flat against the substrate.  The 

results of Whelan et al. [24], who also studied SAMs of benzenethiol on gold, are somewhat 

at odds with the reports by others.  Specifically, Whelan and coworkers observed that for 

long deposition times, benzenethiol can form packed SAMs with molecular orientations 

nearly perpendicular to the substrate surface.  The researchers posited that at low immersion 

times, the molecules lay flat on the surface and the orientation subsequently changed such 

that the phenyl rings reoriented perpendicular to the substrate after a much slower SAM 

formation step. 

While the characteristics of single-component SAMs made of alkyl silanes on silica 

have been documented rather well throughout the literature, much less work has been done 

on systems comprising aromatic silanes.  Of note, however, is the work of Dulcey et al. [35], 

who investigated the use of single-component SAMs of aromatic trichlorinated silanes as a 

platform for lithographic imaging.  Employing several aromatic trichlorosilanes of varying 

structural configurations, Dulcey et al. demonstrated that deep ultraviolet (DUV) radiation 

cleaves the aromatic moiety from the silane functionality, leaving an exposed silanol group 

that may undergo further chemical functionalization.  Another pertinent body of work is that 

of Moineau et al. [9] who studied the effects of varying the degree of aryl silane head-group 

chlorination on SAM formation.  Specifically, these researchers compared SAMs of 

phenyltrichlorosilane, phenyldichlorosilane, and phenylchlorosilane, as well as those of 

several other aromatic silanes.  They observed that the degree of chlorination had a 
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pronounced effect on the density and thickness of the SAMs formed, with the trichlorinated 

species forming the densest network of surface-polymerized molecules.  

Several groups have demonstrated the efficacy of tuning surface properties by 

forming mixed monolayers from solutions of varying composition [22, 36-38].  Very little 

work, however, has been done on systems involving mixed aliphatics and aromatics on gold 

and (even less) on silica.  One body of work germane to the present work, however, is that of 

Sabatani et al. [11] who studied SAMs of benzenethiol, p-biphenyl mercaptan (BPM), and 

p-terphenyl mercaptan (TPM) on gold and in mixed systems with octadecanethiol.  Their 

voltammetric studies demonstrated that both BPM and TPM formed reliable, well-packed 

single-component SAMs whereas benzenethiol did not.  The benzenethiol SAMs, however, 

did appear to undergo the greatest structural change upon subsequent exposure to 

octadecanethiol.  Whereas single-component SAMs of benzenethiol were unable to 

effectively block the electrode reaction, subsequent exposure to octadecanethiol resulted in a 

SAM whose electrode-blocking ability was greatly augmented, presumably because the 

octadecanethiol displaced or filled in gaps between loosely packed benzenethiol molecules.  

Also relevant is the work of Wang et al. [39], who studied two-component SAMs of 2-

mercapto-5-methyl-1,3,4-oxadiazole and dodecanethiol on gold.  By controlling the surface 

composition through the composition of the deposition solutions, they were able to fabricate 

surfaces whose electrochemical permeabilities could be manipulated. 

Whereas studies of SAMs made of aliphatic molecules have been widely reported 

throughout the literature, much less work has been done on SAM films of aromatic 

molecules and even less on mixed systems comprising both aromatic and aliphatic moieties.  

Such mixed systems, though, may potentially provide a convenient means by which to 
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manipulate the physical and chemical properties of surfaces; by controlling the relative 

amounts of individual species present in a SAM, as well as by controlling their chemical 

functionalities, it may be possible to engineer surfaces with very specific optical, 

electrochemical, or other physico-chemical properties.  Chlorosilanes adsorbed onto silica 

represent a logical system choice; the resulting siloxane bonds provide a viable platform for 

modifying just about any oxide-containing surface widely used throughout many industries.  

Therefore, the chief objective of this work is to study the formation and characteristics of 

mixed silane SAMs on silica surfaces.  Specifically, we will report on the preparation of 

mixed SAMs comprising aromatic and aliphatic silanes co-deposited from organic solutions 

and study their properties by a battery of surface-sensitive experimental probes, including 

contact angle measurements, reflectance Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), and 

near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy.  Three aromatic and four 

aliphatic molecules are employed; their molecular structures are presented in Figure 3.1.  For 

simplicity, we reference the silane molecules using the nomenclatures given in Table 3.1.  

The phenyl-based chlorosilanes are designated PhHx-TS, where x signifies the number of 

methylene spacers.  The trichlorinated and monochlorinated aliphatic molecules are 

designated Hx-TS and Hx-MS, respectively, where x signifies the number of methyl and 

methylene groups in the alkyl chain.  The aromatic species are phenyltrichlorosilane 

(PhH0-TS), benzyltrichlorosilane (PhH1-TS), and phenethyltrichlorosilane (PhH2-TS).  Each 

of these three aromatics is trichlorinated, thus capable of forming in-plane cross-linked 

silanol networks in the vicinity of the silica surface; the molecules differ only in the length of 

the polymethylene (PM) spacer region between the phenyl group and the silane moiety.  It is 

hypothesized that increasing the length of the PM spacer region should reduce the molecular 
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rigidity and in turn increase the rotational mobility of the aromatic ring.  The aliphatic 

species explored are butyltrichlorosilane (H4-TS), butyldimethylchlorosilane (H4-MS), 

octadecyltrichlorosilane (H18-TS), and octadecyldimethylchlorosilane (H18-MS).  Both 

H4-TS and H18-TS are trichlorinated and thus capable of forming cross-linked in-plane 

networks among neighboring molecules.  The monochlorinated aliphatics, H4-MS and 

H18-MS, however, are incapable of cross-linking.  In addition, due to the steric hindrance 

imposed by the presence of the two methyl groups attached to the silicon atom, these 

molecules are not capable of forming densely packed SAMs. 

 

3.3 Materials and Methods 

3.3.1 Materials 

Benzyltrichlorosilane was purchased from Gelest, Inc. (Morrisville, PA).  Phenyl-

trichlorosilane, phenethyltrichlorosilane, butyltrichlorosilane, butyldimethylchlorosilane, 

octadecyltrichlorosilane, and octadecyldimethylchlorosilane were purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich.  All organo-silanes were used as received.  HPLC-grade toluene was purchased 

from Fisher Scientific. 

 

3.3.2 Sample Fabrication. 

Stock solutions of 1.0% (w/w) pure chlorosilane were prepared in toluene.  

Bimolecular solutions of varying composition were prepared volumetrically from the single-

component stock solutions such that the total silane concentration was maintained at 1.0%.  

Assuming a negligible volume change upon mixing for dilute solutions, all fractional 

compositions are assumed to be by mass of total silane present (e.g., “2:8 X:Y” corresponds 
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to 0.2% ‘X,’ 0.8% ‘Y,’ and 99.0% toluene).  In order to prevent solution-phase 

polymerization from occurring, care was taken to minimize exposure of the solutions to 

ambient air by thoroughly purging the solution vessels with nitrogen gas; for latter 

experiments (including the FTIR experiments), solutions were prepared in a nitrogen-filled 

glove bag.  Silicon substrates were cut to sizes of approximately 1×1 cm2.  The substrates 

were rinsed with absolute ethanol, dried under nitrogen gas, and cleaned in an 

ultraviolet/ozone chamber for at least 15 min.  The substrates were then immediately placed 

in solution for overnight deposition.  After SAM deposition, the samples were washed 

copiously with toluene and dried under a stream of nitrogen gas. 

  

3.3.3 H18-TS Monolayer Fabrication Characterization 

To demonstrate the efficacy of our film fabrication protocol, FTIR and ellipsometry 

experiments were carried out on films of H18-TS under varying solvent conditions.  The 

results of these experiments indicated that our fabrication method produced films whose 

attributes were not inconsistent with a monolayer arrangement. 

Films of H18-TS were formed by five different methods: (1) using the standard, 

previously discussed protocol with 1.0% (w/w) H18-TS in HPLC-grade toluene under 

nitrogen gas by overnight deposition (Standard), (2) using an otherwise identical protocol 

with toluene dried over 3 Å molecular sieve (Anhydrous), (3) using an otherwise identical 

protocol with anhydrous toluene at an H18-TS concentration of 0.01% (Dilute), (4) 

depositing a pre-hydrated silica surface in 1.0% H18-TS in anhydrous toluene with a short 

deposition time of 30 min (Hydrated), and (5) depositing in an old (presumably partially 

polymerized) 1.0% H18-TS solution that had been exposed to ambient air (Aged).  
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Additionally, we intentionally prepared a thick film (9.5 nm) of three-dimensionally 

polymerized H18-TS on silica by repeatedly depositing a substrate in an H18-TS deposition 

solution and exposing to UV radiation. 

 The purpose of preparing substrates by these several protocols was to demonstrate 

that films formed by our Standard protocol display characteristics that are consistent with 

monolayer formation and are comparable in quality to films prepared in anhydrous solutions, 

in more dilute solutions, and by shorter deposition time. 

Ellipsometry was performed on a Rudolph/Auto EL ellipsometer with assumed 

refractive indices of 3.858, 1.462, and 1.450 for silicon, oxide, and organic layer, 

respectively.  The oxide layer for a representative substrate was determined to have a 

thickness of 2 nm; the same value of thickness was assumed for all other substrates explored. 

 

3.3.4 Contact Angle. 

The contact angle measurements on SAMs were carried out using deionized water 

(DIW) as the probing liquid by employing a Ramé–Hart contact angle goniometer (model 

100-00).  Contact angle data provide a convenient means of characterizing the surface 

wettabilities (and surface energies) and molecular packing densities of SAMs.  Densely 

packed aliphatic chains should form highly hydrophobic surfaces with characteristically large 

DIW contact angles (e.g., 100–110°).  Furthermore, the difference between the advancing 

and receding contact angles, the so-called contact angle hysteresis (CAH), provides 

information about chemical and structural heterogeneity of the surface; a CAH smaller than 

≈10º is generally considered to signify a relatively uniform surface.  For advancing contact 

angles, approximately 8 µL of deionized water were deposited onto the surface.  Advancing 
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contact angles were measured while applying positive pressure until a constant advancing 

contact angle was observed.  Receding contact angles were similarly measured by 

withdrawing deionized water until a constant receding contact angle was observed.  For each 

spot on a substrate that was characterized, approximately ten images were captured in rapid 

succession and averaged to obtain a mean contact angle for that spot.  At least three spots per 

substrate were characterized in this manner and averaged to obtain the results reported 

herein. 

 

3.3.5 Reflectance Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy. 

Reflectance FTIR experiments were conducted on a BioRad FTS-6000 FTIR 

spectrometer in Dr. Stefan Franzen’s (Department of Chemistry, NCSU) laboratory for 

mixed systems of PhH0-TS and aliphatic H18-TS.  Mirrors were placed at 70° orientation 

and 1024 scans were collected and averaged for each sample for both s- and p-polarized 

light.  The objective of conducting FTIR experiments on this system was to observe how the 

introduction of small amounts of the aromatic species to a system composed primarily a 

semi-crystalline aliphatic affects the ordering of the polymethylene chains.  A semi-

crystalline arrangement of alkyl chains should have characteristic asymmetric and symmetric 

methylene stretching peaks at approximately 2920 and 2850 cm-1, respectively [1, 26, 27].  A 

disruption of this arrangement should result in a shift of these peaks toward a higher 

wavenumber [1].  H18-TS was the aliphatic compound of choice for these experiments 

because it is known to form a densely packed, well-ordered single-component film.   
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3.3.6 Near-Edge X-Ray Absorption Fine Structure (NEXAFS) Spectroscopy 

NEXAFS spectroscopy experiments were conducted on the NIST/Dow Materials 

Characterization Facility (beamline U7A) of the National Synchrotron Light Source at 

Brookhaven National Laboratory (Upton, NY).  NEXAFS uses low-energy X-rays to detect 

bond population and the orientation of molecules on surfaces [40].  The intensity of the 

NEXAFS signal is a function of the density of molecules on the surface and the angle 

between the electric field polarization vector of the incident X-rays and the antibonding 

orbitals of the bonds in molecules being studied.  In our work, NEXAFS is used to quantify 

the amounts of aromatic material and total carbonaceous material on our surfaces as well as 

to determine the molecular orientation of the alkyl chains and aromatic rings within our 

bimolecular self-assembled monolayers. 

Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 illustrate our analysis of carbon K-edge NEXAFS spectra.  

Figure 3.2 depicts NEXAFS spectra collected for an H18-TS SAM; Figure 3.3 presents 

similar data for a SAM of PhH0-TS.  The “edge-jump” is defined as the difference between 

the pre-edge (at 280 eV) and post-edge (at 320 eV) partial electron yield signals; it is taken to 

be a measure of the total carbon detected (top panel).  By assuming that our SAMs are 

sufficiently thin that the entire depth of the films is probed, we may then consider the edge-

jump to be related to the surface density of carbon (per unit area of the X-ray beam spot, ≈0.5 

mm2) on the surface.  We normalize the NEXAFS spectra by shifting the pre-edge values to 

zero and scaling the resulting post-edge values to unity (middle panel).  Orientation is readily 

visible by comparing normalized angular spectra, especially for the H18-TS, which forms a 

highly ordered semi-crystalline SAM (Figure 3.2, middle panel).  Difference spectra (bottom 

panel) may be generated to elucidate molecular orientation by subtracting the spectra taken at 
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normal incidence (θ=90˚) and glancing incidence (θ=20˚) orientations, where θ is the angle 

between the beam and the sample surface.  Orientation of aliphatic chains is observed by 

exploring angular dependencies of the C–H and C–C σ* resonance peaks (at 288 and 293 eV, 

respectively; cf. Figure 3.2).  Similarly, the presence and orientation of aromatic moieties is 

determined from the C=C π* resonance peak at 285 eV (cf. Figure 3.3).  The NEXAFS 

signal collected at θ = 50°, is close to the “magic angle”, a geometry in which the signal is 

independent of the molecular orientation [40].  Additionally, the height of the normalized π* 

resonance peak is taken to be a measure of the amount of aromatic material relative to total 

carbonaceous material at the surface.  Care was taken not to damage the SAMs with the X-

ray beam.  We have avoided this by collecting the NEXAFS spectra from a fresh position on 

the sample.  Moreover, for a few specimens, we have rerun at least two additional scans on 

the very same position on the sample; in these cases in which we repeated the scans, the 

spectra overlapped almost perfectly and we thus concluded that no damage occurred to the 

SAM.  One of the drawbacks of the NEXAFS measurements is that the Auger electron 

detector sensitivity decays constantly with increasing time.  This precluded us from 

comparing directly and unambiguously absolute NEXAFS intensities collected from samples 

in measurements performed several months apart.  In order to appreciate the scatter caused 

by these effects, in the NEXAFS data we list the times at which each of the data points was 

taken. 
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3.4 Results and Discussion 

3.4.1 H18-TS Monolayer Fabrication Characterization 

The ellipsometric thickness data collected for films of H18-TS prepared under 

varying solvent conditions (cf. Section 3.3.3) are presented in Table 3.2.  The effect of 

solvent hydration was of particular concern during these experiments, and these data 

indicated that complete monolayers were not readily formed in anhydrous solution.  The 

ellipsometric thicknesses for the Anhydrous and Dilute films were not consistent with a dense 

monolayer of fully extended alkyl chains; insufficient water was present to facilitate the 

attachment of the silane molecules to the surface.  By hydrating the silica surface before 

depositing in an anhydrous solution (Hydrated), we were able to form films whose 

ellipsometric thicknesses were more consistent with that which was expected for a SAM.  

The short deposition time of 30 min, however, still did not permit the film to achieve the 

expected thickness for a densely packed arrangement with fully extended alkyl chains.  A 

longer, slower deposition phase must follow to form a densely packed film.  The 

ellipsometric thicknesses for the Standard deposition procedure are not inconsistent with a 

primarily monolayer arrangement.  Undoubtedly, some three-dimensional siloxane 

polymerization probably occurred at the silica surface, as the films were not expected to be 

ideal, but the ellipsometric thicknesses observed exclude the possibility of a thick, 

disordered, three-dimensionally polymerized structure.  In fact, it was found to be 

surprisingly difficult to form very thick H18-TS films for the control cases.  The substrates 

deposited in the aged solutions of H18-TS (Aged), which had been exposed to ambient air, 

displayed ellipsometric thicknesses that were also consistent with a principally monolayer 

arrangement. 
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Figure 3.4 presents the baseline-subtracted reflectance FTIR spectra collected for the 

several H18-TS films explored.  The solid and dashed lines represent runs performed on 

duplicate samples; the reproducibility was good among duplicates.  The peak intensities for 

the substrates prepared in anhydrous toluene (Anhydrous) and in dilute solution (Dilute) were 

quite low and were consistent with the low ellipsometric thicknesses discussed above.  Few 

differences among spectra were readily apparent upon inspection.  Figure 3.5 presents the 

symmetric and asymmetric methylene stretching band positions and full-widths at half 

maximum (FWHMs) for the monolayer films.  The peak attributes for the Standard sample 

preparation were comparable to the best attributes observed for any of the alternative 

preparations.  It is interesting to note, however, that both the peak position and FWHM for 

the samples prepared in 1.0% H18-TS in anhydrous toluene (Anhydrous) were characteristic 

of a film whose packing density and crystallinity were substantially lower than those 

observed for any of the alternative preparation protocols: the peaks were shifted toward a 

higher wavenumber and were broader.  The peak positions and FWHMs were improved for 

the dilute anhydrous solution (Dilute); however, the peak intensity was still extremely low.  

The FTIR peak attributes observed for the short-time-deposited, pre-hydrated substrate in 

anhydrous solution (Hydrated) were comparable to those obtained for the Standard 

preparation protocol. 

These ellipsometric and FTIR data, taken together, demonstrated that the H18-TS 

film preparation protocol used throughout the remainder of this work produced SAM 

structures of reasonable quality.  These results ruled out the possibility that films prepared 

using our protocol result in thick, three-dimensionally polymerized organosilane films. 
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3.4.2 Contact Angle on Single-Component Films 

Contact angle data were collected for systems of PhH0-TS mixed with each of the 

four aliphatic species.  The contact angles of the single-component films are summarized in 

Table 3.3.  Several observations are immediately apparent from the single-component SAM 

contact angle data.  Both the advancing and receding contact angles are substantially higher 

for systems of pure trichlorinated aliphatics (H4-TS and H18-TS) than for SAMs of either of 

the pure monochlorinated aliphatics.  This contrast in the contact angles of trichlorinated and 

monochlorinated species indicates that the alkyl chain packing is strongly influenced by the 

head-group configuration, similar to what has been reported earlier for semifluorinated 

organosilanes [41].  As argued by Genzer and coworkers [41], the two bulky methyl groups 

on the monochlorinated species prevent close packing at the head-groups and, consequently, 

of the polymethylene chains.  Only SAMs made of H18-TS display both a high advancing 

contact angle and a relatively low contact angle hysteresis (CAH); this confirms that the 

H18-TS molecules form densely packed, and structurally homogeneous SAMs.  While the 

H4-TS displays a high advancing contact angle, indicating dense surface packing, it also 

displays the greatest CAH, revealing that the H4-TS moieties possess “structurally rough” 

surfaces.  The alkyl chains of H4-TS are too short for van der Waals forces between 

neighboring molecules to effect bulk ordering [1, 26, 27]. 

 

3.4.3 NEXAFS on Single-Component Films 

Figure 3.6 presents the NEXAFS edge-jump values for both the aromatic and 

aliphatic single-component systems.  Additionally, the data in Figure 3.7 depict the 

normalized C=C π* resonance peak height intensities for single-component aromatic systems 
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obtained from NEXAFS spectroscopy measurements.  As stated earlier, the normalized π* 

resonance peak intensities provide a measure of the amount of aromatic material relative to 

total carbonaceous material.  The data in Figure 3.7 show that SAMs of PhH0-TS possess a 

greater normalized π* peak intensity than either PhH1-TS or PhH2-TS, whose magnitudes 

are comparable.  Our films are sufficiently thin that NEXAFS should probe their entire depth 

[42]; therefore, the edge-jump data are expected to be a function of both film thickness and 

lateral packing density of surface molecules.  From the data in Figure 3.6, the edge-jump 

decreases in the following manner: PhH0-TS > PhH2-TS > PhH1-TS, suggesting that 

PhH0-TS forms the most densely packed network of single-component aromatics and 

PhH1-TS the least.  It is of particular interest that this trend of decreasing packing density 

does not correlate directly with an increasing number of methylene units in the chlorosilanes.  

By considering the aromatic-component edge-jump data together with the trend observed in 

the C=C π* peak height data, it stands to reason that aromatic PhH0-TS forms a densely 

packed network in which the aromatic moieties are forced to assume an orientation more or 

less perpendicular to the surface.  The lower edge-jump values for PhH1-TS and PhH2-TS, 

considered with these molecules’ lower C=C π* peak intensities, suggest that the additional 

methylene groups drive down the normalized π* peak intensity by contributing to the overall 

(non-aromatic) carbon response.  Therefore, because the PhH0-TS SAM produces the most 

intense edge-jump, despite the fact that the PhH0-TS molecule also possesses the fewest 

carbon atoms, we deduce that the lateral packing density of the PhH0-TS SAM is 

substantially higher than that of either of the longer aromatics’ SAMs.  The fact that the 

methylene groups are detected in a less densely packed arrangement for SAMs of PhH1-TS 

and PhH2-TS indicates that these molecules’ aromatic moieties are probably oriented at more 
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of a tilt relative to the surface normal than are those of PhH0-TS.  The degree to which 

PhH1-TS’s edge-jump signal, in particular, is lower than either of the other two aromatics’ 

suggests that the phenyl rings in PhH1-TS are forced to assume a strong tilt, which prevents 

close packing and ordering through π–π interactions of neighboring phenyl moieties.  This is 

posited to be a consequence of the bond angle at the lone sp3-hybridized methylene spacer.  

By inserting just one additional methylene unit between the silicon atom and the ring phenyl, 

these structural constraints are somehow relieved, which leads to a more densely packed 

SAM and a more perpendicular orientation of the phenyl group, as indicated by the 

significantly higher edge-jump value for PhH2-TS relative to PhH1-TS. 

The NEXAFS edge-jump data for the four aliphatic species are consistent with those 

obtained from contact angle measurements on single-component films (cf. Table 3.3).  The 

edge-jump values of each of the two trichlorinated aliphatics are greater than those of their 

corresponding monochlorinated analogues.  This decreased edge-jump intensity for the 

monochlorinated aliphatics is presumed to be primarily a consequence of reduced lateral 

packing of the head-groups.  Reduced packing at the head-groups is expected to have the 

subsequent effect of reducing the overall thickness (and hence the number of carbon atoms 

per unit area) of the SAM.  The difference in NEXAFS signal intensity between the long- 

and short-chain counterparts is presumed to be primarily a consequence of the film thickness 

differences rather than any differences in lateral packing density. 

Because the difference in signal intensity between the long- and short-chain 

analogues is not in direct proportion to their respective number of carbon atoms, we believe 

some of the EY/I0 signal in the short aliphatic SAM spectra is the contribution of 

adventitious carbon.  These observations illustrate one of the principal difficulties of 
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conducting NEXAFS on extremely thin films: it is often difficult, if not impossible, to 

remove all trace organics from the substrate.  Thus, for extremely thin films (e.g., those of 

H4-TS), great care must be taken to differentiate between the signal contributions of the 

desired and undesired surface adsorbates.  We believe any actual amount of adventitious 

carbon in our systems to be sufficiently small that our qualitative analysis of the NEXAFS 

data presented herein is still valid. 

 

3.4.4 Contact Angle on Mixed Films 

The advancing and receding contact angle data for mixed systems of PhH0-TS with 

each of the four aliphatics are presented as closed and open symbols, respectively, in Figure 

3.8.  For the mixed systems, the CAH is fairly consistent over the whole range of systems 

and compositions explored.  There does, however, appear to be a noticeable increase in CAH 

for mixed systems involving either of the two trichlorinated aliphatics, indicating that these 

mixed systems result in structurally heterogeneous SAMs.  This localized heterogeneity of 

mixed systems is consistent with uniform blending of the aromatic and aliphatic components 

in the case of trichlorinated head-groups. 

 In order to gain more insight into the structure of the mixed SAM, we estimated their 

surface compositions by using the Cassie equation [15]: 

 
( ) ( ) ( )2211mix cosfcosfcos θθθ +=    , (1) 

 
where θmix is the contact angle of a mixed SAM and fi represents the fractional surface 

coverage of component i having a “pure component” contact angle θi.  From this model, the 

surface fractions may be calculated as: 
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In Figure 3.9 we plot the fraction of PhH0-TS on the surface as a function of its 

fraction in the SAM toluene solution.  The solid line in Figure 3.9 denotes the situation where 

the SAM composition on the surface equals that in the liquid mixture.  From the data 

presented in Figure 3.9, we conclude that the mixed bimolecular SAMs can be divided 

roughly in two groups based on the nature of the head-group present in the silane molecules.  

Mixtures of PhH0-TS with the two trichlorinated aliphatics (H4-TS and H18-TS; Figure 3.9, 

a and c) exhibit surface compositions that are very closely correlated with those in the 

solution.  In this case, the trichlorinated head-groups of both the aliphatic and aromatic 

species can participate in polysiloxane cross-linking, locking the molecules into place.  While 

it is difficult to conclude whether this happens in the solution before the molecules get 

deposited onto the substrate or only after physisorption, it is clear that PhH0-TS intermixes 

rather well with the Hx-TS moieties.  This assertion is further supported by the relatively 

small CAH (particularly for the PhH0-TS/H18-TS couple) shown in Figure 3.8.  The close 

correlation between the surface and solution compositions seen in mixtures of trichlorinated 

aliphatics and aromatic silanes contrasts sharply with the behavior observed for the systems 

involving mixture of PhH0-TS with monochlorinated aliphatics.  Specifically, in mixtures of 

PhH0-TS with either H4-MS or H18-MS (cf. Figure 3.9, b and d) a small addition of 

PhH0-TS in the solution results in a rather sharp increase in the surface concentration of this 

species.  A further increase of the amount of PhH0-TS in solution does not alter substantially 

the surface composition.  This large disproportionality between the surface and bulk 

concentration of the SAM mixture toward primarily PhH0-TS indicates that, relative to the 
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monochlorinated aliphatics, the trichlorinated aromatic moieties adsorb to and incorporate 

into the surface much more aggressively by forming cross-linked polysiloxane networks.  

Additionally, the aforementioned steric hindrances of the methyl groups on the 

monochlorinated aliphatics prevent the monochlorinated species from achieving a high head-

group surface density, which results in poor packing of the aliphatic chains.  

 Although our reported results are for mixed systems of aromatic and aliphatic 

constituents only, we do not believe that the mixing properties discussed here are necessarily 

peculiar to mixtures of aromatic and aliphatic silanes.  For example, we suspect that 

bimolecular films comprising both short- and long-chain aliphatics (rather than aromatics) 

should display similar mixing behaviors as well as disruption of long-chain ordering.  

Furthermore, in such systems, we suspect the surface composition would be controlled 

primarily by the head-group configurations.  Mixtures of trichlorinated aliphatic silanes 

should produce uniformly mixed SAMs rather than segregated domains. 

 
3.4.5 NEXAFS on Mixed Films 

As stated previously, the normalized θ=50° π* resonance peak height is taken to be a 

measure of the amount of aromatic carbon present on the surface.  In Figure 3.10 we present 

the normalized θ=50° C=C π* resonance peak heights for mixed systems of PhH0-TS with 

each of the four aliphatics.  Note that these data correlate extremely closely with the surface 

composition data obtained from contact angle measurement (cf. Figure 3.9).  Figure 3.11 and 

Figure 3.12 present similar data collected for mixed systems involving PhH1-TS and 

PhH2-TS, respectively.  Upon inspection of the data presented in these three figures, it is 

readily apparent that the major features of the mixed systems involving PhH1-TS and 

PhH2-TS are similar to those observed for the PhH0-TS systems.  Some obvious trends 
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immediately emerge from the θ=50° π* resonance peak intensity data.  In the cases of 

aromatics mixed with trichlorinated aliphatics (H4-TS and H18-TS; cf. Figure 3.10), there is 

a gradual increase in the π* resonance peak intensities as the mass content of aromatic 

species is increased in the deposition solution.  This gradual transition is observed for each of 

the three aromatic species explored. 

Whereas the trends observed among the mixtures involving trichlorinated aliphatics 

are very similar, some subtle aromatic-dependent features do emerge upon closer inspection.  

Whereas mixtures of any of the three aromatics with the shortest trichlorinated aliphatic, 

H4-TS, produce a curve that closely tracks the diagonal line, there does appear to be a subtle 

shift in the trend curvature as the length of the aromatic is increased.  The PhH0-TS system’s 

trend line falls somewhat above the diagonal, the PhH1-TS system’s closer to the diagonal, 

and the PhH2-TS system’s somewhat below the diagonal.  This shift is consistent with a 

decrease in maximum adsorption rate to the surface with increasing molecular size and 

complexity and most likely indicates that PhH2-TS adsorbs to the surface less aggressively 

than either of the other two aromatics. 

Additionally, the mixed systems of H18-TS with PhH1-TS (cf. Figure 3.11) display a 

slightly different curvature than those with either PhH0-TS or PhH2-TS, which produce very 

similar trends.  Whereas mixtures of PhH0-TS and PhH2-TS with H18-TS produce surface 

compositions that gradually vary with solution composition, the mixtures with PhH1-TS 

produce a more convex trend, which reproducibly falls above the diagonal parity line.  This 

observation is consistent with a surface arrangement in which the phenyl moieties of the 

PhH1-TS are constrained by the sp3-hybridized methylene group, which forces the aromatic 

rings to lie at a strong tilt relative to the surface normal.  Such an arrangement thus restricts 
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the incorporation of the long-chain aliphatic into the SAM.  In contrast, the mixtures of 

H18-TS with either PhH0-TS or PhH2-TS do not display this exclusion of the long aromatic, 

arguably because the phenyl rings of these molecules are free to adopt an orientation more or 

less perpendicular to the substrate. 

For mixtures of any of the three aromatic species with either of the two 

monochlorinated aliphatics, the C=C π* resonance peak heights plateau at a value close to 

that for single-component systems of the aromatic species.  Again, these trends are consistent 

with the contact angle data obtained for systems containing PhH0-TS (cf. Figure 3.9).  The 

substitution of the two large methyl groups at the silicon atom reduces the number of surface-

binding functional groups and introduces large steric restrictions at the headgroup, resulting 

in a reduction of lateral packing density.  NEXAFS spectroscopy thus provides additional 

verification of the fact that, while monochlorinated aliphatics are incapable of adsorbing 

competitively to the silica surface in systems of trichlorinated aromatics, mixing two 

trichlorosilanes leads to SAMs that are in-plane homogeneous, at least on the length scales 

probed with the two methods. 

One of the great benefits of using NEXAFS spectroscopy is that in addition to the 

concentration of a given element (i.e., from the edge-jump) and a particular chemical moiety 

(e.g., aromatic carbon) on the surfaces, one can learn about molecular orientation of selected 

bonds and hence gain insight about the overall orientation of the entire molecule.  In order to 

do so, NEXAFS measurements must be performed at various angles between the sample and 

the X-ray beam.  The intensity of a given bond measured with NEXAFS hence represents a 

contribution due to the absolute population of the bond on the surface and the orientation.  

One notable exception includes collecting NEXAFS data at the so-called magic angle of 
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θ=50°, in which the signal is independent of the molecular orientation.  A strong NEXAFS 

signal is observed when the bond’s antibonding orbital is parallel to the electric vector of the 

polarized X-ray beam.  Hence for σ bonds, whose antibonding orbitals (σ*) lie parallel with 

the bond direction, a strong NEXAFS signal will be observed when the incident beam is 

perpendicular to the bond.  In contrast, π bonds have their antibonding orbitals (π*) oriented 

perpendicular to the bond.  In the latter case, the strongest NEXAFS signal is hence obtained 

when the bond is aligned with the incident X-ray beam.  A convenient way of determining 

the degree of orientation is based on collecting the NEXAFS data at so-called normal 

incident (θ=90°) and glancing incident (θ=20°) orientations, where θ is the angle between the 

beam and the sample normal (or alternatively between the direction of the electric vector of 

the X-ray beam and the sample normal), and taking the difference between the two spectra.  

In Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 we presented both the individual NEXAFS spectra collected at 

θ=90° and θ=20° as well as the difference 90°−20° for H18-TS and PhH0-TS, respectively.  

The intensities of the peaks in the difference plots represent a measure of the orientation of 

the particular bonds σ*C–H and σ*C–C for C–H and C–C bonds (cf. Figure 3.2) and π*C=C for 

the C=C bonds in the phenyl ring (cf. Figure 3.3).  We will use this difference as a measure 

of the molecular orientation in our mixed SAMs. 

In Figure 3.13 we plot the normalized 90°−20° π*C=C (left ordinate) and σ*C–H (right 

ordinate) peak height difference data for mixtures involving the two trichlorinated aliphatics, 

H4-TS and H18-TS.  Figure 3.14 is analogous to Figure 3.13 and it shows the 90°−20° 

orientational data for mixed systems involving the two monochlorinated aliphatics, H4-MS 

and H18-MS.  From the 90°−20° σ*C–H data, we see clearly that H18-TS is the only molecule 

that forms strongly oriented alkyl chains in single-component films.  The long alkyl chains, 
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silanol cross-linking, and low steric effects at the silanol head-groups permit close packing, 

which leads to almost perpendicular orientation of the polymethylene tails on the substrate.  

The addition of the two methyl groups at the silane atom in H18-MS disrupts the orientation 

of the alkyl chains (cf. Figure 3.14), presumably by limiting the molecules’ packing 

efficiency and preventing silanol cross-linking.  Additionally, neither of the short aliphatics 

(H4-TS or H4-MS) is sufficiently long to permit strong orientation in the alkyl region.   

From the 90°−20° π*C=C data, we conclude that all three aromatic species exhibit at 

least modest orientation of the phenyl moiety in single-component films.  Both PhH0-TS and 

PhH2-TS display much stronger orientation than does PhH1-TS.  Thus, the observed trend in 

π*C=C orientation does not correlate directly with an increase in methylene spacers.  In fact, 

the trend in order as indicated by 90°−20° π*C=C data is identical to the trends in edge jump 

and in π* peak height (cf. Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7).  Thus, PhH0-TS has the greatest 

packing density and orientational order, PhH2-TS is second, and PhH1-TS has the lowest 

packing density and orientational order.  Again, this is likely due to the very constrained 

bond angle in PhH1-TS which causes it to tilt such that the aromatic moiety is closer to the 

silicon substrate, while with PhH0-TS and PhH2-TS, the aromatic moiety is much closer to 

perpendicular to the surface.  We posit that the sp3-hybridization at the methylene moiety 

forces PhH1-TS’s aromatic ring to assume an angular tilt with respect to the surface normal 

that prevents close packing and formation of ordered domains through π–π interactions. 

Upon comparison of the three mixed systems containing H18-TS, we detect that the 

apparent orientation in the C–H σ* peaks is greatly disrupted in mixtures with any one of the 

three aromatic species: even at relatively low aromatic content.  At the lowest aromatic 

fraction investigated (20%), however, there does appear to be a detectable transition in alkyl 
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chain ordering.  Specifically, for the 2:8 mixtures of either PhH0-TS or PhH2-TS with 

H18-TS, we observe a measurable degree of orientation of the alkyl chains.  For the 

PhH1-TS system, however, we do not observe any significant orientation in the 2:8 mixture.  

This exclusion of the aliphatic in systems of PhH1-TS is consistent with our assumption of a 

highly tilted phenyl moiety, discussed above, in which the steric effects of tilted phenyl rings 

inhibit the adsorption and ordering of aliphatic molecules.  Furthermore, these trends in 

observed orientation for the 2:8 mixtures of H18-TS are consistent with those observed in the 

normalized 50° π* peak height data discussed previously (cf. Figure 3.10). 

We now focus our discussion on the effects of the aliphatic species on the ordering of 

aromatic moieties in mixed systems.  From Figure 3.13, we observe that H4-TS does not 

appear to disrupt the π*-ordering of either PhH0-TS or PhH1-TS.  The aromatic ordering of 

PhH0-TS displays a fairly linear increase as the fraction of aromatic is increased.  This 

smooth transition suggests that PhH0-TS self-assembles in all compositions explored and 

that the degree of apparent ordering is purely a function of the amount of aromatic signal 

from the substrate.  We propose that the ability of PhH0-TS to order as it does over a range 

of compositions in dense SAMs is a result of the molecule’s structural rigidity.  In contrast, 

PhH1-TS may actually display a slight increase in aromatic ordering in mixtures of H4-TS.  

The third aromatic, PhH2-TS, displays a markedly different behavior in mixed systems of 

H4-TS.  Specifically, the aromatic ordering in mixed systems of PhH2-TS and H4-TS is 

greatly reduced from that observed in the single-component SAMs and is much lower than 

that detected in mixtures of either of the other two aromatics.  These data are consistent with 

a homogeneously blended system in which the PhH2-TS cannot organize through π–π 
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interactions of neighboring aromatic molecules and the flexible phenyl moiety extends 

beyond the neighboring short aliphatics. 

The aromatic ordering trends observed in mixtures of H18-TS with either PhH0-TS or 

PhH1-TS are similar to those observed in mixtures involving H4-TS.  This similarity 

suggests that the alkyl chain length has, at most, a small impact on the organization of the 

phenyl moieties of PhH0-TS and PhH1-TS, arguably owing to these molecules’ bond angle 

constraints.  Mixtures of H18-TS with PhH2-TS, however, show very different aromatic 

orientational trends than those of PhH2-TS with H4-TS.  In the case of H4-TS mixtures, the 

phenyl moiety of the PhH2-TS is believed to extend beyond the short, neighboring alkyl 

chains, resulting in poor ordering of the phenyl rings.  In mixtures of PhH2-TS with the 

H18-TS, however, the phenyl groups are likely interspersed among long alkyl chains.  This 

appears to produce an enhanced ordering of the phenyl moieties in mixtures of H18-TS.  

Additionally, while the ordering of the alkyl chains is still much less in mixtures with 

PhH2-TS than in pure films of H18-TS, the chain ordering in the mixtures with PhH2-TS 

does appear to be slightly greater than that observed for mixtures of H18-TS with PhH1-TS. 

From these observations, it appears that neither the short (H4-TS) nor the long (H18-

TS) trichlorinated aliphatic greatly affects the ordering of either of the two shortest aromatics 

(PhH0-TS and PhH1-TS); any apparent orientational changes in mixed systems are a 

consequence of dilution of aromatic signal at higher aliphatic fractions.  Both aliphatics do, 

however, appear to have an observable effect on the PhH2-TS—the H4-TS by disrupting 

PhH2-TS’s ordering and the H18-TS by enhancing it. 

Most of the mixed systems involving the monochlorinated aliphatics shown in Figure 

3.14 exhibit similar trends as those observed in the previously discussed normalized C=C π* 
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resonance peak height figures, indicating that the apparent orientation is in large part simply 

a consequence of increasing aromatic signal from the surface.  The exceptions to this trend 

are the PhH0-TS / H18-MS and the PhH1-TS / H4-MS systems.  While additional 

experiments are needed to further ascertain whether these observations are statistically 

meaningful, the spread in values for simultaneously collected data points for the PhH1-TS / 

H4-MS systems suggests competition between several modes of SAM formation or the 

formation of domains. 

 

3.4.6 Reflectance Fourier-Transform Infrared Spectroscopy 

Our NEXAFS measurements provided interesting information about the ordering 

competition between the phenyl group in PhHx-TS and the alkyl chain in H18-TS (cf. Figure 

3.13, bottom panels).  We performed reflectance FTIR experiments in order to gain more 

insight into this behavior.  The reflectance FTIR data were analyzed by ratioing the response 

from p-polarized light to that from s-polarized light and then subtracting the baseline curve.  

The resulting normalized spectra are presented in Figure 3.15.  For SAMs of pure H18-TS, 

the asymmetric and symmetric methylene C–H stretches appear at 2919 and 2851 cm−1, 

respectively.  Earlier work of others established that appearance of the methylene stretches at 

those two wavenumbers is a signature of a semi-crystalline-like structure of the alkyl [1, 26, 

27].  Upon adding a small amount (10% [w/w] total silane) of PhH0-TS in the deposition 

solution, these peaks shift to respective frequencies of 2925 and 2854 cm−1.  Additionally, 

the magnitudes of the peaks decrease with the addition of the aromatic component.  Figure 

3.16 details the positions of the symmetric and asymmetric methylene stretches as a function 

of the composition of the H18-TS/PhH0-TS mixed SAM.  These changes in the peak 
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attributes are a clear indication of at least partial loss of the semi-crystalline arrangement of 

pure H18-TS [1, 26, 27].  These results are consistent with those observed from contact angle 

measurement and NEXAFS spectroscopy for mixed systems of H18-TS and PhH0-TS.  They 

seem to indicate homogeneous blending of the two constituents rather than large-scale phase 

separation.  What is clear is that a small amount of the aromatic constituent interspersed 

among the long-chain aliphatic disrupts the polymethylene chain ordering.  It is not obvious, 

however, whether all alkyl chains get affected equally or whether there is still a small 

fraction of H18-TS present that maintains its original perpendicular orientation.  Answering 

this question is not as straightforward as NEXAFS, which is perhaps the most sensitive of all 

the tools we use.  NEXAFS measures only an “average” molecular orientation of the 

molecules because it averages all orientations in the beam-spot area (≈0.25 mm2) on the 

sample.  Hence, NEXAFS is incapable of discriminating between the cases involving all 

H18-TS molecules being homogeneously tilted by the same angle and the case of a partially 

disordered system with a broad distribution of tilt angles pointing into one average direction. 

 

3.5 Conclusions 

We have demonstrated through contact angle measurement on mixed systems of 

PhH0-TS and our four aliphatic species that bimolecular deposition solutions of PhH0-TS 

and a trichlorinated aliphatic result in a surface whose composition is closely related to the 

bulk solution composition.  Hence, increasing the aromatic fraction in solution results in a 

tunable transition from primarily aliphatic to primarily aromatic on the surface.  In contrast to 

this, solutions of PhH0-TS with a monochlorinated aliphatic produce surfaces whose 
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compositions are preferentially aromatic when even relatively small amounts of PhH0-TS are 

mixed with large amounts of monochlorinated aliphatic. 

The results obtained from NEXAFS experiments are consistent with our contact angle 

data for PhH0-TS.  The trend observed in the π* resonance peaks over varying solution 

composition indicate a gradual transition in substrate coverage for mixed systems with 

trichlorinated aliphatics (H4-TS and H18-TS) and an abrupt transition to primarily aromatic 

surface coverage for mixed systems with monochlorinated aliphatics (H4-MS and H18-MS).  

This behavior is observed for all three of the aromatic species explored.  Additionally, the 

presence of even a small amount of any aromatic constituent, when blended with long-chain 

aliphatics, disrupts polymethylene chain ordering.  While the orientation of the phenyl 

moieties on either of the two shortest aromatics (PhH0-TS and PhH1-TS) appears to be 

controlled primarily by the bond angles within the molecule, the orientation of PhH2-TS’s 

phenyl moiety is greatly affected by the length of surrounding alky chains.  This is because 

the PhH2-TS, unlike the other two aromatics explored, has sufficient mobility of the aromatic 

ring for its orientation to be influenced by intermolecular interactions. 

Finally, we have corroborated through reflectance FTIR that small fractions of 

PhH0-TS will disrupt the ordering of H18-TS.  This is a further indication that these 

molecules form a homogeneously blended system of aromatics and aliphatics in which no 

large-scale domain separation occurs.  We have demonstrated that, in the case of mixed 

SAMs of trichlorinated aliphatic and aromatic silanes on silica, the resulting surface 

composition is tunable by controlling the composition of the deposition solution.  Systems 

including monochlorinated aliphatics in combination with trichlorinated aromatics, however, 

are not tunable, because the monochlorinated species are incapable of adsorbing to the 
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surface competitively, suffer from the steric restrictions of their methyl substituents, and 

cannot take part in polysiloxane cross-linking. 
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3.8 Tables 

Table 3.1.  Silane molecules studied and their nomenclatures for the current document.  The 
phenylated molecules are designated PhHx-TS, where x signifies the number of methylene 
spacers.  The trichlorinated and monochlorinated aliphatic molecules are designated Hx-TS 
and Hx-MS, respectively, where x signifies the number of methyl or methylene groups. 

Molecule Name Nomenclature 
phenyltrichlorosilane PhH0-TS 
benzyltrichlorosilane PhH1-TS 
phenethyltrichlorosilane PhH2-TS 
butyltrichlorosilane H4-TS 
butyldimethylchlorosilane H4-MS 
octadecyltrichlorosilane H18-TS 
octadecyldimethylchlorosilane H18-MS 
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Table 3.2.  Ellipsometric Thicknesses for Several OTS Film Preparations. 

Sample Nomenclature Ellipsometric thickness   
(nm) 

standard preparation Standard 3.7 ± 0.6 
1.0% (w/w) in anhydrous solution Anhydrous 1.1 ± 0.1 

0.01% (w/w) in anhydrous solution Dilute 1.6 ± 0.7 
hydrated substrate / short time Hydrated 2.4 ± 0.1 

aged solution Aged 3.3 ± 0.1 
polymerized surface Polymerized 9.5 
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Table 3.3.  Pure-component advancing and receding contact angles, and the contact angle 
hysteresis measured using deionized water for PhH0-TS and the four aliphatic silanes. 

 Contact angle 
Species Advancing Receding Hysteresis 

PhH0-TS 80.1° 63.7° 16.4° 
H4-TS 108.3° 85.9° 22.4° 
H4-MS 92.6° 80.1° 12.5° 
H18-TS 109.0° 96.4° 12.6° 
H18-MS 89.2° 77.0° 12.2° 
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3.9 Figures 
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Figure 3.1.  Silane chemical structures.  The aromatics are phenyltrichlorosilane (PhH0-TS), 
benzyltrichlorosilane (PhH1-TS), and phenethyltrichlorosilane (PhH2-TS).  The aliphatics 
are butyltrichlorosilane (H4-TS), butyldimethylchlorosilane (H4-MS), octadecyltrichloro-
silane (H18-TS), and octadecyldimethylchlorosilane (H18-MS). 
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Figure 3.2.  NEXAFS spectra of pure octadecyltrichlorosilane (H18-TS).  Edge-jump (EJ) 
values from the 50° PEY/I0 spectra are taken to be a measure of total surface carbon (top).  
Difference spectra are generated by taking the difference between the normalized 90° and 
20° angular spectra (bottom).  Octadecyltrichlorosilane orients strongly, as is apparent from 
the strong angular dependence of the C-H and C-C σ* resonance peaks. 
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Figure 3.3.  NEXAFS spectra of pure phenyltrichlorosilane (PhH0-TS).  Edge-jump (EJ) 
values from the 50° PEY/I0 spectra are taken to be a measure of total surface carbon (top).  
Difference spectra are generated by taking the difference between the normalized 90° and 
20° angular spectra (bottom).  Modest orientation is observed in the π* peak (285 eV).  Little 
orientation is observed in the C–H and C–C σ* peaks, however.  Furthermore, the height of 
the C=C π* peak in the normalized 50° spectra is taken to be a measure of the aromatic 
carbon at the surface relative to total carbon.  
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Figure 3.4.  Reflectance FTIR spectra for OTS SAMs prepared under the varying solvent 
conditions described in Section 3.3.3.  The solid and dashed lines correspond to runs on 
sample duplicates. 
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Figure 3.5.  (a) Symmetric and asymmetric methylene stretch position and (b) symmetric and asymmetric methylene 
stretch band FWHM for H18-TS SAMs prepared using the conditions detailed in Section 3.3.3. 
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Figure 3.6.  Average 280–320 eV EY/I0 edge-jump values for single-component systems. 
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Figure 3.7.  Normalized π* peak heights for single-component aromatic systems. 
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Figure 3.8.  Negative cosine of the DI water contact angle (left ordinate) and the contact 
angle (right ordinate) as a function of the fraction of PhH0-TS in the liquid mixture for 4 
different aromatic/ aliphatic mixtures: a) PhH0-TS:H4-TS, b) PhH0-TS:H4-MS, c) 
PhH0-TS:H18-TS, and d) PhH0-TS: H18-MS.  Both advancing ( ) and receding ( ) angles 
are shown.  The error bars are determined from 3 separate measurements on each sample. 
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Figure 3.9.  Fraction of PhH0-TS on the surface as a function of the fraction of PhH0-TS in 
the liquid mixture for 4 different aromatic/aliphatic mixtures: a) PhH0-TS:H4-TS, b) PhH0-
TS:H4-MS, c) PhH0-TS:H18-TS, and d) PhH0-TS:H18-MS evaluated from the contact angle 
data shown in Figure 3.8 using the Cassie model ( ).  The solid lines denote situations 
where the concentration of PhH0-TS on the surface equals that in the liquids mixture. 
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Figure 3.10.  50° π* peak heights for systems containing phenyltrichlorosilane (PhH0-TS).  
Data are presented from several trials: June 2004 ( ), June 2005 (  & ), and September 
2005 (  & ). 
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Figure 3.11.  θ=50° 1s→π* peak heights for systems containing benzyltrichlorosilane 
(PhH1-TS).  Data are presented from several trials: June 2004 ( ), June 2005 (  & ), and 
September 2005 (  & ). 
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Figure 3.12.  θ=50° 1s→π* peak heights for systems containing phenethyltrichlorosilane 
(PhH2-TS).  Data are presented from several trials: June 2004 ( ), June 2005 (  & ), and 
September 2005 (  & ). 
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Figure 3.13.  C–C π* (closed symbols) and C–H σ* (open symbols) 90°−20° difference values for systems containing 
trichlorinated aliphatics.  Data are presented from several trials: June 2004 ( ), June 2005 ( & ), and September 
2005 ( & ). 
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Figure 3.14.  C–C 1s→π* (closed symbols) and C–H 1s→σ* (open symbols) 90°−20° difference values for systems 
containing monochlorinated aliphatics.  Data are presented from several trials: June 2004 ( ), June 2005 ( & ), and 
September 2005 ( & ). 
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Figure 3.15.  Reflectance FTIR responses for PhH0-TS/H18-TS mixtures of various 
compositions. 
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Figure 3.16.  Average symmetric ( ) and asymmetric ( ) methylene stretching band 
positions.  The shift in peak position upon the introduction of aromatic moieties is indicative 
of an increase in disorder of the aliphatic chains.  The error bars denote one standard 
deviation. 
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Chapter 4 Neutron Reflectometry of Peptide-Incorporated Supported Hybrid 

Bilayers 

 
4.1 Abstract 

Neutron reflectometry experiments were conducted to assess the structure of a self-

assembled monolayer (SAM) of perdeuterated octadecanethiol (d-ODT) and of a supported 

hybrid bilayer comprising a d-ODT leaflet and a leaflet of acyl-chain-deuterated 1,2-

dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (d-DMPC) on flat gold-coated substrates.  The 

bilayer was subsequently exposed to a solution containing a 23-residue synthetic, 

amphiphilic, α-helical peptide.  Using contrast variation, several sets of spectra were 

collected for each system and modeled simultaneously.  Reflectometry data collected for the 

peptide-exposed film indicate peptide insertion into the lipid leaflet as the likeliest mode of 

incorporation. 

 

4.2 Introduction 

Neutron reflectometry (NR) has emerged as a powerful tool in recent years for the 

study of air–liquid and solid–liquid interfaces [1] and, more recently, for the study of 

biological and surfactant films [2-4].  Although specular reflectometry is insensitive to lateral 

inhomogeneities, it can nevertheless provide useful structural information in the direction 

normal to an interface.  In this work we have used specular neutron reflectometry to 

determine the principal mode of incorporation of a custom-synthesized amphiphilic α-helical 

peptide into a gold-supported hybrid bilayer membrane (HBM).  We have employed neutron 

reflectometry to study peptide-exposed HBMs comprising a leaflet of perdeuterated 

octadecanethiol and an overlying leaflet of acyl-chain-deuterated dimyristoylphosphatidly-
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choline (d-DMPC) formed on gold substrates.  Neutron reflectometry modeling of several 

possible modes of peptide inclusion has permitted us to preclude several unlikely modes of 

peptide incorporation and identify full insertion into the lipid leaflet as the primary mode of 

peptide incorporation.  The results are in accord with some of our previous electrochemical 

impedance spectroscopy and near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) 

spectroscopy data collected for similar peptide-exposed HBMs, which indicate that the 

peptide induces an electrochemically detectable structural change in the HBM accompanied 

by retention of ordering of the surrounding acyl chains (cf. Chapter 2) [5]. 

Neutron reflectivity is often treated using the same theory as light optics, making the 

technique conceptually analogous to optical ellipsometry.  Consequently, the neutron 

reflection is a function of the thicknesses, refractive indices, and interfacial roughnesses of an 

interface film’s constituent layers.  Because neutron refractive indices are generally very 

close to unity, it is more convenient to deal with scattering length densities (SLDs).  In most 

circumstances, the relation between scattering length density, ρ, and refractive index 

simplifies to 

π
λρ 2

2 1−=r , 

where r is the refractive index and λ is the neutron wavelength [6, 7].  Thus, each component 

material has a characteristic scattering length density.  Furthermore, the scattering length 

density can be related to a material’s isotopic composition by 

∑=
i

ii nbρ , 
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where bi and ni are the scattering length and number density, respectively, of isotope i.  The 

overall SLD of a homogeneous layer is the sum of its constituent materials’ volume-fraction-

weighted SLDs. 

Specular reflectivity is the ratio of the reflected beam intensity to the incident beam 

intensity and is usually plotted as a function of the momentum transfer wave vector, QZ, 

perpendicular to the interface.  This quantity is a function of the neutron wavelength and the 

angle of incidence, θ, and is defined as 

θ
λ
π sin4

=ZQ . 

One principal advantage of neutron reflectometry is that it offers the ability to tune 

the contrast of component materials by selectively changing the isotopic content of specific 

constituents.  This is possible because the scattering lengths of isotopes can vary greatly 

among specific elements.  Most commonly, the contrast of a molecular component is tuned 

by varying its deuteration state.  The scattering length of hydrogen is −3.74 × 10−5 Å and that 

of deuterium is 6.67 × 10−5 Å.  Because these scattering lengths are so different, contrast may 

easily be produced in a system by simply changing the ratio of water to deuterium oxide in 

the overlying aqueous phase.  Thus several different sets of data can readily be collected for a 

single sample by simply changing the overlying liquid phase.  This approach, called contrast 

variation, increases the likelihood of producing a unique scattering length density profile to 

model the system, since a single proposed structure would need to accurately describe several 

different sets of experimental data. 

Over the past several years, a number of researchers have begun to employ specular 

neutron reflectometry for the study of surfactant monolayers and solid-supported lipid 

bilayers.  Some of the work that has been reported has focused on protein interactions with 
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such biological films.  Generally, the approaches to modeling have been nearly identical 

among the several bodies published most recently.  Scattering length densities of system 

components are typically either estimated from theoretical values obtained from modeling or 

are retained from fitting on trivial systems.  Interfacial roughnesses are at times neglected 

altogether, even in the more recent literature, or are fitted freely within assumed constraints.  

Lipid bilayers have been modeled both as single slabs of hydrocarbon chains and, more 

frequently, as three-slab systems comprising two opposing headgroup regions and a single 

interposing hydrocarbon region.  More complex models of the headgroup regions are seldom 

attempted because of the exceedingly large number of requisite modeling parameters.  When 

compositional information is calculated from the observed SLDs of layers, standard practice 

is to assume the SLDs of individual components reported in the literature, which are often 

estimated from dynamic modeling, and to extract the compositional volume fraction 

information algebraically. 

Because of our close collaboration with the personnel at the NIST Center for Neutron 

Research (NCNR), our adopted modeling procedure closely resembles that used by these 

researchers.  The most recent published work germane to the present discussion done in 

collaboration with the NCNR researchers was that of Valincius et al. [8].  In this work, the 

group studied the effect of a phospholipase on a tethered bilayer membrane using neutron 

reflectometry.  Their model included a hydrated spacer region and two adjacent hydrocarbon 

chain regions.  The addition of phospholipase to the existing tethered bilayer was reported to 

result in an increase in the SLD of the outermost hydrocarbon leaflet, which was consistent 

with an increase in deuterated water in this region.   
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Pertinent research performed elsewhere includes that of Yaseen et al. [9], who 

employed neutron reflectometry to study the formation of surfactant monolayers of two n-

alkyl phosphocholines at the air–water interface and the structural changes induced by 

variations in temperature, salt concentration, and pH.  The surfactant film was modeled 

simply as a single uniform slab, and the data were modeled using the optical matrix method.  

In a subsequent work these researchers continued their study of similar phosphocholine 

surfactant monolayers [10].  In this work they employed contrast variation by varying the 

degree of deuteration of both the surfactants as well as the water subphase.  Component 

SLDs were not fitted, but were rather calculated from scattering length data [11] and 

surfactant chain and headgroup volumes reported in the literature.  The parameters used in 

the fitting for the optical matrix method were the film thicknesses and scattering length 

densities.  Compositional information was backed out of these fitted parameters from the 

assumed component SLDs.  The surfactant layer was modeled as both a single slab and as a 

two-layer system comprising an alkyl chain region and a headgroup plus water region.  Both 

of the attempted models yielded a high degree of headgroup hydration. 

Those works that are more closely related to the present discussion are those that 

explore systems of solid-supported lipid bilayers.  A great deal of the recent literature on 

such systems has been conducted on the D17 reflectometer at the Institut–Laue Langevin 

(ILL) located in Grenoble, France.  In work reported by Fragneto et al. [12], researchers used 

neutron reflectometry to study lipid bilayer swelling as a function of acyl chain length and 

temperature using neutron reflectometry.  Their system consisted of a floating bilayer formed 

over an existing lipid bilayer proximal to a hydrophilic silica surface.  Fitting was done using 

an optical matrix method with a 9-slab model comprising three layers for each bilayer, two 
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water cushion layers, and the underlying silica layer.  They did not fit SLDs, but rather 

retained the SLDs obtained in previous works reported by Charitat et al. [13] and Fragneto et 

al. [14].  They did, however, fit the individual layer thicknesses and interfacial roughnesses.  

The fitting yielded a hydrocarbon chain region thickness for gel-phase DPPC of  

approximately 32 Å and a silicon oxide layer of approximately 12 Å.  The headgroup regions 

for all systems were roughly 8 Å thick, and the fitted interfacial roughnesses were identical to 

that of the substrate: about 3 Å.  This line of work was continued in another paper by Stidder 

et al. [15] in which the researchers studied the effects of cholesterol on the swelling and 

phase-transition behavior of double bilayers of DPPC on silica.  Again, scattering length 

densities of constituent materials were retained from a previous body of work reported in 

Fragneto et al. [16].  They used assumed scattering length densities for the DPPC acyl chains 

and headgroups of −0.41×10−6 Å−2 and 1.74×10−6 Å−2, respectively.  Compositional data was 

extracted from the assumed component SLDs and the fitted overall layer SLDs algebraically. 

Gutberlet et al. [17] conducted experiments at the ILL in which they studied the in 

situ formation of DMPC bilayers on silicon from small unilamellar vesicles.  They modeled 

the system using both a 1-layer and a 3-layer model for the DMPC bilayer and neglected 

interfacial roughness altogether.  The 3-layer bilayer model proved the better of the two and 

yielded thicknesses of 14.2 Å, 24.4 Å, and 7.5 Å for the lower headgroup, tailgroup, and 

upper headgroup regions, respectively, with corresponding SLDs of 2.50, −0.337, and 2.76 

×10−6 Å−2.  The models also suggested a water layer between the bilayer and the silicon of 

5.8 Å thickness.  These researchers neglected to explicitly consider a silicon oxide layer in 

their modeling, which probably contributed to an apparent increased thickness in the lower 

water cushion layer. 
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In a later work performed at the ILL, Callow et al. [18] also studied lipid bilayers 

formed on silica from vesicle solution.  They first characterized the bare substrate, and all 

subsequent experimental modeling retained the predetermined substrate parameters.  Here, 

the systems were studied by solvent contrast variation and were modeled as five layers: 

oxide, water, headgroup, hydrocarbon, and headgroup.  The thicknesses of the various layers 

were obtained from the modeling, and the researchers also reported that their results 

suggested that water constituted approximately 25% of the hydrocarbon layer and roughly 

35% of the headgroup layer. 

Vacklin et al. [19] studied hydrogenated and deuterated supported lipid bilayers of 

DPPC and a surfactant adsorbed from micelle solutions onto hydrophilic silica under varying 

solvent contrasts.  They assumed theoretical lipid component SLDs based on the molecular 

dynamics calculations of Armen et al. [20].  The assumed SLDs of the headgroup and 

hydrogenated DPPC hydrocarbon chains were 1.84 and −0.37 ×10−6 Å−2, respectively.  They 

modeled the bilayer film as three layers: a hydrocarbon layer and two headgroup layers 

whose parameters were assumed to be identical.  They neglected to include a water cushion 

layer, which others have used, and ignored interfacial roughness as a parameter.  From the 

fitted layer SLDs and the assumed theoretical SLDs of constituent components, they 

calculated the volume fractions of lipid, surfactant, and water in each system explored.  In a 

later work, Vacklin et al. [21] studied the effect of a phospholipase on supported lipid 

bilayers of DOPC, POPC, and DPPC on silica.  Molecular volumes and SLDs of the 

headgroup and hydrocarbon chain segments were calculated from the molecular dynamics 

simulations of Petrache et al. [22].  The resulting assumed headgroup region SLDs were in 

the range of 1.78–1.86 ×10−6 Å−2.  Interfacial roughnesses were again neglected, as was an 
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aqueous cushion between the silica and the lower headgroup region.  The bilayer was 

modeled as three slabs: a hydrocarbon region and two headgroup regions.  Volume fractions 

were estimated from the fitted layer SLDs and the assumed theoretical component SLDs.  

Estimated water fractions in the headgroup regions were in the range of 0.33–0.50, 

depending on the system studied and experimental conditions. 

Some very recent reflectometry work that explored the effects of protein interaction 

with lipid films was that reported by Miller et al. [23, 24] who studied the interactions 

between two proteins—cholera toxin (CTAB[5]) and its B subunit (CTB[5])—and a lipid 

monolayer at an air–water interface.  In their modeling, the researchers employed a box 

model in which the layer thicknesses, SLDs, and interfacial roughnesses were fitted.  The 

lipid tailgroup and headgroup regions were treated as distinct layers.  Upon introduction of 

protein, additional layers were added to the slab model to represent the adsorbed protein.  

The thicknesses of the lipid tailgroups and headgroups were retained from the monolayer 

model and the changed SLDs only were modeled.  The group then qualitatively reported a 

decrease in the SLD of the lipid layers, which indicated a decrease in molecular volume upon 

introduction of the protein molecules. 

In two separate papers, Kent et al. [25, 26] studied the time-dependent adsorption of 

myoglobin to Langmuir monolayers of lipid–nickel and lipid–copper complexes.  The 

adsorption behavior and structure were characterized using X-ray and neutron reflectometry 

as well as grazing incidence X-ray diffraction.  Together, the neutron reflectometry and XR 

techniques permitted accurate determination of the resulting structure.  Most of the structural 

information was determined using the XR data.  Subsequently, only the parameters 

describing the adsorbed protein layer were fitted during the neutron reflectometry data 
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analysis; all other parameters were retained from the XR analysis.  Their data indicated that 

the myoglobin adsorbed to the film as a distinct layer and that little detectable insertion into 

the lipid region occurred.  Furthermore, their data suggested slightly different binding 

behavior of the peptide to films of the two types (nickel and copper) of ion–lipid complexes. 

Nöllmann et al. [27] studied the incorporation of pneumolysin into lipid vesicles and 

solid-supported bilayers and its interactions with cholesterol by a variety of techniques 

including neutron reflectometry.  Their neutron reflectometry modeling was fairly simple; 

many of the parameters for the modeling were assumed and the solid-supported lipid bilayer 

was treated as a single slab rather than three.  They assumed the presence of a water cushion 

layer whose composition matched that of the aqueous subphase: implying full solvent 

exchange.  The SLD of the pneumolysin used in the fitting was calculated and precluded the 

possibility of hydrogen–deuterium swapping.  They suggested that their modeling indicates 

protein incorporation into the top lipid leaflet but not into the lower leaflet. 

 The method of analysis adopted in the present work was drawn from many of the best 

practices discussed above.  Because of the challenges inherent in finding physically 

meaningful solutions to sets of neutron reflectometry data for which there may be several 

equally good models, it is often helpful to make simplifying assumptions about as many of 

the modeling parameters as is reasonably possible.  Others often assume values for a great 

number of the parameters required to accurately model a system using neutron reflectometry, 

particularly SLDs of substrate components and SLDs of added proteins.   
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4.3 Materials and Methods 

We purchased acyl-chain-deuterated DMPC (d-DMPC) from Avanti Polar Lipids 

(product #860345).  A 23-residue peptide, designed using the method of Schiffer and 

Edmundson [28] to yield an amphiphlic α-helix, was synthesized by Biopeptide Co., LLC, 

(San Diego, CA).  The amino acid sequence and circular dichroism characterization of the 

synthetic peptide (FW 2834) have been discussed in Chapter 2 and published previously [5]. 

Neutron reflectometry experiments were conducted on the Advanced Neutron 

Diffractometer/ Reflectometer (AND/R) at the NIST Center for Neutron Research (NCNR) 

(Gaithersburg, Maryland, USA).  The wavelength of the incident neutron beam was 

maintained at 4.75 Å for all experiments.  The momentum transfer wave vector (QZ) was 

changed by varying the angle of incidence of the neutron beam.  The effective available QZ 

range was roughly 0.01–0.25 Å−1.  Reflectometry data were modeled using software 

developed at the NCNR [29] employing Paratt-formalism optical matrices [30] and a genetic 

fitting algorithm.  The parameters used for fitting were scattering length densities, layer 

thicknesses, and interfacial roughnesses. 

All experiments were carried out under a phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) solution 

water subphase.  SLD contrast variation was employed by varying the deuteration state of the 

water.  In total, three water compositions were employed: pure D2O, pure H2O, and 1:1 

H2O:D2O (v/v). 

SAMs of d-ODT were formed on freshly sputtered gold substrates comprising a gold 

layer (thickness 60–70 Å) resting on top of a chromium coated (thickness 30–40 Å) silicon 

crystal by overnight incubation in a 0.26 mM ethanolic solution of d-ODT.  Subsequent 

formation of the HBM was accomplished by exposing the dry d-ODT SAM substrate to a 5.0 
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mg/mL ethanolic solution of d-DMPC for a 10-min incubation period and then rapidly 

flushing the surface with PBS solution. 

Following data collection for the HBM, the overlying aqueous phase was exchanged 

for a 0.5 mg/mL solution of peptide in PBS buffer.  The HBM was then incubated under 

peptide solution for 30 min and subsequently rapidly flushed with PBS buffer. 

Scattering lengths were obtained from published data [11, 31].  An SLD of 2.07 × 

10−6 Å−2 was assumed for silicon and an SLD of 3.47 × 10−6 Å−2 was calculated for silicon 

oxide assuming a mass density of 2.196 g/cm3 [32].  For bilayer modeling, the lipid leaflet 

was treated as two distinct layers: the acyl chain region and the headgroup region.  The 

headgroup layer was assumed to consist of at least two components: the headgroups 

themselves and the associated water molecules.  An SLD of 1.84 × 10−6 Å−2 was calculated 

for the d-DMPC headgroups using molecular volumes obtained from published molecular 

dynamics simulations [22].  To simplify the fitting, a single global interfacial roughness, σ, 

was assumed for each system modeled.  For all configurations reported, the substrate was 

treated as consisting of four layers: silicon, oxide, chromium, and gold. 

 

4.4 Results and Discussion 

Reflectometry data and fitted curves for a d-ODT SAM are presented in Figure 4.1, 

and the resulting scattering length density profiles are provided in Figure 4.2.  The modeling 

parameters for this system are given in Table 4.1.  The d-ODT SAM was best modeled as a 

single organic layer with an overlying solvent interphase region of reduced-density water 

proximal to the hydrophobic surface.  The presence of a solvent interphase region has been 

reported by others in previous literature [33, 34].  The appearance of this region of low-
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density water was minimized by thoroughly degassing the solution in a vacuum chamber 

prior to experimentation.  Models excluding this interphase region yielded unreasonable fits.  

The overall χ2 value achieved was 1.2, and the global interfacial roughness was 5.0 Å.  For 

the d-ODT layer, this model yielded a thickness of 19.9 Å and an SLD of 7.53 × 10−6 Å−2.  

These values are consistent with a well-formed d-ODT SAM.  The SLDs for the chromium 

and gold layers were retained for subsequent modeling of the HBM and peptide-exposed 

HBM. 

Figure 4.3 depicts the reflectometry data collected for the HBM formed on a similar 

d-ODT SAM along with the model spectra obtained for this system.  The HBM is modeled as 

three layers: the d-ODT, the lipid acyl chains, and the lipid headgroups, as shown in the 

scattering length density profiles provided in Figure 4.4.  Water penetration into the 

headgroup region is permitted.  The corresponding model parameters are presented in Table 

4.2.  The sum of the d-ODT and lipid acyl-chain region thicknesses is reasonable, although 

the thickness of the d-ODT region alone is lower than expected.  We suspect that this 

discrepancy between the expected and fitted alky chain region thicknesses is a consequence 

of poor differentiation between the two hydrocarbon chain regions.  It is reasonable to 

suspect that there may be some interdigitation of alkyl chains or a decrease in the packing 

density of the uppermost region of the d-ODT hydrocarbon chains proximal to the lipid acyl 

chain region.  The lipid headgroup region thickness is reasonable, and the modeling yields a 

headgroup water volume fraction of 0.57.  The parameters obtained for the d-DMPC leaflet 

are not unreasonable for a low-density lipid film. 

Figure 4.5 presents the reflectometry data obtained for the peptide-exposed HBM 

under D2O.  The introduction of peptide produces a modest, but detectable, change in the 
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spectral features in the QZ = 0.03–0.05 Å−1 regime.  For the analysis of the peptide-exposed 

HBM, spectra were simulated for several possible modes of peptide incorporation into the 

film.  Three potential modes of insertion are discussed here: formation of a peptide overlayer 

(O), partial protrusion of the peptide from the lipid headgroup region (P), and full peptide 

incorporation throughout the entire d-DMPC leaflet (I).  For the NR simulations, all substrate 

and monolayer parameters were maintained at the values obtained from the modeling of the 

bare HBM prior to peptide exposure.  The resulting simulations for several degrees of 

peptide incorporation (expressed in peptide volume fraction for the affected layers) are also 

shown in Figure 4.5. 

For the overlayer simulations, all peptide was assumed to reside in a 10 Å thick 

overlayer region comprising water and peptide; the lipid leaflet parameters were assumed to 

remain unchanged.  For the peptide protrusion simulations, the peptide was assumed to 

constitute some volume fraction of the lipid headgroup region as well as an identical volume 

fraction of a 15 Å protrusion layer also containing water.  Within the lipid headgroup region 

the water-to-headgroup volume fraction ratio was constrained to that obtained from the 

modeling of the HBM.  Finally, for the simulations of peptide insertion into the lipid leaflet, 

the peptide was assumed to constitute identical volume fractions of the lipid headgroup and 

tailgroup regions.  As previously, the water-to-headgroup ratio in the headgroup region was 

constrained to the value obtained from the HBM modeling.  This final model assumes 

uniform distribution of peptide throughout the lipid leaflet in the direction normal to the film.  

This model, therefore, tacitly assumes dimensions of the peptide to be identical to the 

thickness of the entire lipid leaflet.  Varying the dimensions of the peptide-occupied region 
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by several angstroms was determined through auxiliary simulations to have a reasonably 

negligible effect on resulting spectra. 

The SLDs of the peptide were estimated from published amino acid residual volumes 

[35] to be 1.5 × 10−6 Å−2 in H2O and 3.0 × 10−6 Å−2 in D2O.  Of the peptide incorporation 

scenarios attempted, only the full peptide insertion throughout the entire d-DMPC leaflet (I) 

produced reasonable fits to the NR data (cf. Figure 4.5 I).  The simulated spectra for 20% 

peptide in the lipid leaflet begins to capture the subtle changes in the spectra in the QZ = 

0.03–0.05 Å−1 regime.  The curves generated by this model also more accurately match the 

data at higher QZ, whereas the other two models produce dampened interference fringes at 

higher QZ that fail to accurately describe the data. 

Whereas the model assuming uniform peptide insertion throughout the lipid leaflet 

produces the best fit to the data of the several models attempted, it fails to describe the data 

with complete accuracy.  While these results suggest that insertion into the lipid leaflet is the 

principal mode of HBM incorporation, we suspect that, in reality, the final structure is more 

complex.  It is reasonable to suspect that some portion of the incorporated peptide exists as 

an overlayer structure that may deform or partially intercalate into the lipid headgroup 

region.  Additionally, whereas for our modeling we have assumed dimensions of a potential 

overlayer or protrusion structure, the exact dimensions of such structures are unknown and 

are not readily elucidated by these data.  Finally, the in-plane distribution of peptide may not 

be completely uniform.  Any concentration heterogeneities, not trivial to model, will not only 

give rise to some off-specular reflection but will also impact the magnitude of the specular 

reflectivity. 
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4.7 Tables 

Table 4.1.  Modeling parameters for a d-ODT SAM under varying water contrast conditions. 

ρ ×106 / Å-2 # layer d / Å 
ρD2O ρ1:1 ρH2O 

1 silicon 0.0 2.07 2.07 2.07 
2 SiO2 8.2 3.47 3.47 3.47 
3 chromium 37.3 3.93 3.93 3.93 
4 gold 64.8 4.44 4.44 4.44 
5 d38-ODT 19.9 7.53 7.53 7.53 
6 interphase 7.7 3.30 1.92 0.56 
7 water 100.0 6.31 2.86 -0.56 

σ = 5.0 Å          χ2 = 1.2 
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Table 4.2.  Modeling parameters for a supported hybrid bilayer under varying water contrast 
conditions. 

 ρ × 106 / Å−2 # layer d / Å 
ρD2O ρ1:1 ρH2O 

1 silicon 0.0 2.07 2.07 2.07 
2 SiO2 10.9 3.47 3.47 3.47 
3 chromium 33.2 3.93 3.93 3.93 
4 gold 69.3 4.44 4.44 4.44 
5 d-ODT 15.3 7.88 7.88 7.88 
6 acyl chains 20.2 5.80 5.80 5.80 
7 headgroups 12.0 4.35 2.48 0.47 
8 water 100.0 6.22 2.95 −0.56 

σ = 5.0 Å  χ2 = 2.0 
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4.8 Figures 
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Figure 4.1.  Neutron reflectometry spectra and fitted models for a d-ODT self-assembled 
monolayer. 
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Figure 4.2.  Fitted scattering length density profiles for a d-ODT self-assembled monolayer.  
The SLD of the deuterated alkyl chain region is high.  Reasonable models were only obtained 
by including an interphase region of low-density water proximal to the hydrophobic surface. 
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Figure 4.3.  Neutron reflectometry spectra and fitted models for a hybrid bilayer membrane. 
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Figure 4.4.  Fitted scattering length density profiles for a hybrid bilayer membrane.  The 
SLDs of the substrate layers are constrained to the values obtained from the modeling of the 
d-ODT SAM.  The SLDs of the deuterated alkyl chain regions are high.  Water penetration 
into the lipid headgroup region produces SLDs that vary with the SLD of the overlying water 
phase. 
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Figure 4.5.  Reflectometry data (plotted as log[R×Q4] vs. Q) for the HBM under D2O 
following peptide exposure ( , shown three times). Also shown are simulated spectra for 
several possible modes of peptide incorporation: insertion into the lipid leaflet (I), formation 
of a peptide overlayer (O), and insertion of the peptide into the lipid headgroup region with 
partial protrusion into the liquid phase (P). 
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Chapter 5 Outlook 

 
5.1 Discussion 

This Ph.D. dissertation has presented work performed on two general systems 

involving molecular self-assembly of thin films on solid substrates.  Substantial progress has 

been made in the understanding of the structural effects induced in supported hybrid bilayers 

by the introduction of several custom-synthesized amphiphilic α-helical peptides.  

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy has demonstrated that an electrochemically 

detectable structural change is induced that is consistent with an increase in electron flow 

through the bilayer accompanied by the retention of the original bilayer thickness.  Molecular 

orientation data obtained from X-ray absorption experiments have confirmed that these same 

peptides do not disrupt the ordering of surrounding acyl-chain moieties.  Most recently, 

neutron reflectometry experiments performed on similar systems have validated the 

postulation of complete insertion into an intact phospholipid leaflet as the principal mode of 

peptide incorporation into a supported hybrid bilayer on gold. 

While these results provide strong evidence to suggest that synthetic peptides like 

those studied and presented in this work may be isolated in solid-supported thin films for 

potential applications in biosensor technologies, additional efforts are needed to further 

elucidate the exact nature of the peptide interaction with the biomembrane and to 

demonstrate a peptide-incorporated solid-supported film as a viable platform for a 

rudimentary functioning biosensor.  It is recommended that future work should attempt to 

provide direct evidence of the formation of channel-containing peptide aggregates.  Several 

experimental tools that may either permit the direct detection of such structures or that would 
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readily complement the techniques already used include oriented circular dichroism [1-5], 

infra-red (IR) measurements, X-ray reflectometry [6-9]., and single-channel conductivity 

measurements [10-13].  Oriented circular dichroism may be performed on peptide-

incorporated multilayer films formed on a transparent solid support, such as glass.  This 

technique could be used to detect the overall average orientation of helical peptides within a 

multilayer construct.  IR experiments should be carried out on an “optically transparent” 

substrate, such as indium-titanium oxide.  X-ray reflectometry is a technique that is 

conceptually analogous to neutron reflectometry and which could provide directly 

complementary structural information about peptide-incorporated solid-supported films.  

Single-channel conductivity measurements may be collected on small-area suspended planar 

membranes and may permit the determination of the number of synthetic peptide monomers 

constituting a single aggregate as a function of applied voltage. 

An additional tool that may be used to study the fundamental interactions of these and 

similar synthetic peptides with phospholipid bilayers is small-angle neutron scattering 

(SANS) [7, 14-17].  SANS spectroscopy could be performed on small unilamellar vesicles to 

monitor the change in vesicle structure induced upon the introduction of synthetic peptides.  

Such experiments could resolve the question of whether these synthetic peptide assemblies 

incorporate destructively into phospholipid bilayers or form stable structures in intact 

vesicles.  Vesicles could be formed in water of a known deuteration state to form 

encapsulated regions of a known scattering-length density.  These vesicle solutions could 

subsequently be diluted with water of a different deuteration state to provide strong contrast 

between the vesicles and the surrounding medium.  SANS experiments could then be 
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performed following the introduction of peptide to determine the extent to which water is 

allowed to exchange through the phospholipid bilayer. 

Our own experiments employing neutron reflectometry on peptide-exposed supported 

hybrid bilayers have suggested peptide insertion into the lipid leaflet only as the principal 

mode of peptide insertion.  This geometry, however, is not ideal and future work should 

explore the effect of solid-supported-film geometry on the ability of synthetic peptide to fully 

incorporate in a manner most similar to that occurring in nature.  The challenge is to create a 

structure that is both similar to naturally occurring systems and that is stable enough to lend 

itself easily to laboratory applications.  One possible film geometry that has not yet been 

attempted in the present work is that of a tethered bilayer system [18-20].  The hybrid bilayer 

system has several key disadvantages that may be improved upon by employing a tethered 

bilayer system.  The hybrid bilayer is a very rigid film that is both inflexible and does not 

allow lateral molecular diffusion in the underlying thiolated SAM.  In the case of SAMs 

formed from long-chain alkylthiols, the lateral packing density of the SAM leaflet is greater 

than that achieved in the acyl-chain regions of true phospholipid bilayers.  Furthermore, the 

organosulfur SAMs employed in the present work lack an underlying aqueous layer or a 

hydrophilic spacer region between the SAM and the solid support; true phospholipid 

bilayers, however, have hydrophilic faces in contact with aqueous solution on either side of 

the membrane.  By designing a tethered phospholipid bilayer system, in which only some 

fraction of the molecules constituting the lower leaflet are covalently bound to the surface via 

a hydrophilic linker, a system may be produced whose physical properties more closely 

resemble those of naturally occurring phospholipid bilayers.  Each stage of the fabrication of 

such a system would need to be carried out under solution, but such a system could be made 
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from a combination of molecular self-assembly and vesicle fusion techniques.  Furthermore, 

such a system formed on a gold solid-support could be conveniently studied by 

electrochemical means and should be adaptable to the proposed biosensor applications. 

An additional geometry that should be explored is that of a phospholipid bilayer 

adsorbed onto a hydrophilic polymer cushion.  This arrangement will allow us to: 1) alleviate 

the complications associated with substrate roughness and 2) endow the bilayers with the 

mobility necessary to enable facile insertion of amphiphilic bio-aggregates.  We offer a 

solution to the longstanding problem of surface density control by devising multivariate 

substrates comprising gradients in polymer grafting density (σ) and length (N) of surface-

grafted polymer layers, which will be used as a support for the phospholipid bilayers.  There 

is existing expertise in the Genzer and Kilpatrick groups in creating such substrates.  During 

the past few years, the Genzer group has developed a series of methodologies enabling the 

formation of surface-grafted polymer assemblies that can support phospholipid bilayers [21, 

22].  The central strategy is based upon generating a block copolymer brush in which the 

bottom block is made of a thermoresponsive polymer such as poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide) 

and the top block of either poly(methacrylic acid) or poly(acrylic acid).  Both blocks will be 

prepared by surface-initiated controlled/”living” radical polymerization based on the atom 

transfer radical polymerization (ATRP).  The thermoresponsive nature of the bottom block 

adds the possibility of tuning the conformation by varying the solution temperature. 

Although not reported here, a considerable amount of electrochemical impedance and 

X-ray absorption data have been collected by us for co-adsorbed systems of alkylthiols and 

synthetic peptides.  This work began to explore the effects that the peptide-to-thiol molar 

ratios and solvent conditions (e.g., solvent species and ionic strength) have on the resulting 
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structure of co-adsorbed films.  Although this work has not been completed, the preliminary 

findings suggested that both the water content and the ionic strength of the deposition 

solution have a measurable effect on the degree to which synthetic peptide incorporates into 

bimolecular co-adsorbed films.  This project should be continued in future work and 

expanded to include bimolecular co-adsorbed systems comprising peptide and other 

organosulfur compounds. 

Logistical constraints as well as cost considerations have limited the scope of the 

current research to the two peptide sequences discussed here.  Once a reliable technique for 

gauging the sizes of peptide aggregates has been established, future experimentation should 

investigate the effect that the amino acid primary sequence has on the resulting pore 

diameter.  Because the relative sizes of the hydrophobic and hydrophilic faces of the 

amphiphilic peptides are controllable through the design of the peptide primary structure, it is 

believed that the number of peptide monomers contained in a single aggregate and thus the 

diameter of the resulting aqueous channel can be engineered through the direct design of the 

peptide amino acid sequence.  Future work should investigate the degree to which it may be 

possible to engineer the diameter of pore aggregates through the peptide primary structure 

design. 

Future work should eventually attempt the fabrication of a rudimentary functioning 

biosensor.  A simple model biosensor arrangement could potentially be fabricated through 

the attachment of a biotin-containing group to one of the termini of a pore-forming peptide 

sequence.  Upon the introduction of a biotin-binding antibody or protein such as avidin, an 

electrochemically detectable change in the conductivity across the peptide-incorporated film 
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should be detectable if pore structures of the appropriate design are successfully incorporated 

into the biomembrane [23-26].  

One of the principal challenges encountered in the present work involved the 

collection of reproducible electrochemical data.  The design of the electrochemical cell 

should be reviewed to address reproducibility issues in future experiments.  The 

electrochemical cell used for the present work was problematic in both its structural fragility 

as well as the manner by which it isolated an area of the sample substrate to serve as the 

working electrode.  The cell contacted the sample substrate with an O-ring, exposing a 

relatively large (≈0.2 cm2) surface area to electrolyte.  Under this design, it is rather easy to 

damage the peripheral portion of the exposed working electrode surface area by applying 

uneven pressure to the O-ring during cell assembly or by relieving pressure once heavy 

pressure was applied.  Both the large exposed surface area and the idiosyncrasies of the 

electrochemical cell made it difficult to produce electrochemical impedance data that could 

be directly compared among several samples.  An improved electrochemical cell design 

should reduce the exposed electrode area to minimize the occurrence of surface 

inhomogeneities and improve the mechanism by which a section of the substrate surface is 

exposed to consistently and nondestructively isolate the working electrode surface. 

Additionally, X-ray absorption, Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy, and contact 

angle experiments performed on bimolecular self-assembled monolayers of several aromatic 

and aliphatic organosilanes on silica have provided important insights into the effects that the 

headgroup chemistries and mesogen/spacer conformations (e.g., alkyl chain length and 

flexibility of the aryl moiety) have on the lateral packing density and molecular ordering of 

the final SAM structure.  While the data collected thus far are insightful, additional work 
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should be performed on bimolecular mixed systems of aromatic and aliphatic moieties on 

solid supports.  Although the work reported herein was limited to data collected for mixed 

systems of aromatic and aliphatic organosilanes adsorbed onto silica, some work was begun 

on similar mixed systems of aromatic and aliphatic thiolated species adsorbed onto gold.  

Although conceptually similar to the organosilane systems on silica, there are several key 

differences in systems of thiols on gold.  Whereas silica is amorphous, a gold surface is 

crystalline and this crystallinity of the substrate surface is expected to have an effect on the 

resulting SAM density and structure.  Additionally, the thiol bond to gold is not as strong as 

the silanol bond to silica, therefore the headgroup moieties in a thiol system are expected to 

display a degree of laterally mobility which those in an organosilane system cannot.  

Furthermore, thiolated species can only form a single bond to the surface and are therefore 

incapable of forming a cross-linked network such as that observed in systems of 

trichlorinated organosilanes on silica.  This suggests that in systems of thiol SAMs, the 

structure of the resulting film is dictated more directly by tailgroup interactions. 

Additional mixed silane work should explore the possibilities of using bimolecular 

mixed organosilane SAMs as platforms for patterned three-dimensional constructs.  

Ultraviolet radiation has been shown to cleave the aromatic ring from the silicon atom in 

SAMs of organosilanes [27].  The remaining silicon atom is free to act as a binding site for 

additional organosilane chemisorption or chemical functionalization.  By tuning the spacing 

and ordering of aromatic moieties in the initial SAM through the formation of a bimolecular 

film, it may be possible through successive masked irradiation and chemisorption events to 

design a three-dimensionally patterned surface with specific physical properties.  
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